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PREFACE

in 1839 the members of the church of jesus christ of

latter

day

cormons
Mormons were driven from the state of missouri under orders of
saints mormons
the governor

during the expulsion property was taken people were

killed and great hardships were suffered

this

Mori
study deals with the attempts of the mormon
morl rion
tion people to obtain

redress from the national government for the losses which they had suffered and the rights which they felt had been denied them

it considers

cormons to the national government for assisbf the mormons
the various appeals of
well
weil as the mormon views on the powers of the national governtance as
aswell
ment to protect individual liberties

the major conclusion

of this study is that the national government

cormons
was limited by various factors from taking action to aid the mormons
Mor mons
in this work the members of the church of jesus christ of

cormons
Mor mons saints or
day saints are referred to as mormons

latter

latter

day saints

while those residents of missouri who are not members of this faith are

called old settlers gentiles or missourians
Missour ians

reference is made in the study to joseph smith receiving divine revelations and to his being a prophet of god

the thesis will not be concerned with

the validity of these claims both will be treated as beliefs of the mormon
people

1I

1I
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CHAPTERI
CHAPTER 1I

CONFLICT IN JACKSON COUNTY

wherever the real power in a government lies there is the danger of oppression in our governments the real power lies in the
majority of the community and the invasion of private rights is chiefly to be apprehended not from acts of government contrary to the
sense of its constituents but from acts in which the government is
the mere instrument of the major number of the constituents 1
james madison

the history

of

early america contains many accounts

ity groups being ill treated by the majority

of unpopular minor-

such was the case of those who

adopted the mormon religion in the united states in the thenineteenth
nineteenth century

these people suffered extreme hardships
were driven from the state by 1839

in missouri during the 1830s and

mormons claimed
during this period the cormons

that they were denied such basic rights as life liberty and property owner-

to understand

ship

the basis of these claims it is necessary to examine the

mormons and their neighbors
causes of the conflict between the cormons

A

brief

consideration of this period of mormon history will aid such an understanding

the mormon church was established
direction of joseph smith

early in

1831

in 1830 in new york under the

mormons moved
the main body of the cormons

to kirtland ohio and founded the church there

1samuel
ssamuel
samuel
54
p 2254

K

in june of that same year the

padover the complete madison new york

harper

1953

2

saints held a conference in kirtland and missionaries were called to go to the

west and preach the gospel

these elders were to journey toward jackson

county missouri preaching as they went and were to assemble there for

their next conference
kirtland

joseph smith and other leading men of the church left

on june 19 and began

arriving in missouri in mid july

2

soon after

smith arrived he received a revelation recorded in the churchs doctrine and
covenants

in this revelation smith was told that missouri was to be the land

of zion with independence as its center place and that the mormon people

were to gather to this land which had been consecrated for them by the lord

3

smith along with sidney rigdon and oliver cowdery returned to kirt
land in august

4

mormons
the cormons
Mor mons however were now established in missouri

through command of god and their numbers quickly increased

by the spring

of 1833 nearly a thousand saints had gathered in jackson county and conflict

mormons and the old settlers
soon arose between the cormons

5

As the mormon popu-

lation increased in the county so did the fears of the old inhabitants that the

2
2joseph
ajoseph

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
period 1I 6 vols salt lake city deseret book co 1964 1I 188 hereafter
cited as DHC
3
3doctrine

doctrine and covenants of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1955
section 57

4dhc
HC

1I

5brigham
brigham

206

comprehensive history of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints century 1I 6 vols salt lake city deseret news
press 1930 1I 321 hereafter cited as CHC
H

roberts

A

3

saints would soon outnumber them and thereby gain control of the political of-

fices of the county

6

the mormon numbers continued

1833 they constituted one

to grow until by july

third of the population of jackson county

7

the

grow-

mormons
Mor mons based on their unity and their numing political potentialities of the cormons

bers as well as their belief that they were to inherit jackson county led the
Missour ians to take action to curb the growing mormon power
missourians

cormons
in mid july 1833 a document began circulating among the non mormons
of jackson county

this constitution or manifesto stated the grievances

cormons
of the old settlers against the mormons
Mor mons

one paragraph from the manifesto

will illustrate their feeling toward the saints

they declare openly that their god hath given them this county of
land and that sooner or later they must and will have possession of our
lands for an inheritance and in fine they have conducted themselves
on many other occasions in such a manner that we believe it a duty
we owe to ourselves our wives and children to the cause of public
morals to remove them from among us as we are not prepared to give
8
up our pleasant places and goodly possessions to them

the document further accused

mormons of being fa
the cormons
rs
fanatics
blaspheme
nati s blasphemers
banati
fanati

and knaves and stated that while the civil law did not provide a means to remove

these undesirable people the law of self
seif preservation did

the manifesto also called for a meeting

6ibid
bibid
id

of

mormons of jackson
all non cormons

p 322

7richard
arichard
richard bushman mormon persecution in missouri in
young university studies autumn 1960 p 15
0

8dhc
DHC 1I
pratts history
pp
ap 376
77
37677

1833

brigham

376 the charges of the manifesto were answered in parley P
ap 26
29 quoted in DHC 1I
of the persecution of the saints pp
2629

4

on this date a group of from three to five

county at independence on july 20

hundred missourians
Missour ians gathered and demanded that the mormon printing estabment which was located in the home of
lish
lishment

W

W

phelps cease its operation

mormons refused to comply with this demand the missourians
when the cormons
Missour ians de-

stroyed the press by tossing it from the second floor of the phelps home

they also destroyed many of the personal possessions

of the phelps family

and they tarred and feathered bishop edward partridge and charles alien
ailen
allen

twe
tee
the
ite mob also threatened to destroy the mormon store at independence but it
was spared when its keeper sidney gilbert promised to close it

the citizens

of

9Q

jackson county already having made known their violent

cormons
Mor mons held another meeting and drafted a paper
intentions toward the mormons
making the following demands of the

latter

day saints

cormons should move into the county
no more mormons
mormons
2
cormons already in the county were to agree to leave within
a reasonable time they would be given time to sell their property and
would not be molested during this time
star r would
3
the mormon newspaper evening and morning sta
11sess
businell
cease its operation as would all mormon businel
businesses
4 mormon leaders would discourage the emigration of any dis10
0
tant church members into the county
1

on july 23 the Missour
ians again assembled under a red flag and presmissourians
devy
cowdery
dery
sured the mormon leaders including oliver Cow

W

W

phelps and

edward partridge into removing their families from jackson county by january

99dhc

DHC

1I

91
390
39091

10dhc
DHC

1I

398

history
st louis national history co
caldwell co

of caldwell and
1886 p 113

countie missouri
livingston counties
astory
history
istory of
hereafter cited as ff

1

5

half of the mormon population was also to be gone by that time with

1834

the remaining saints following them by the next april

n

mormons and the old
when the conflict had first broken out between the cormons

settlers in jackson oliver cowdery had been sent to kirtland to obtain counsel from joseph smith and the other church leaders there concerning the

missouri problems

smith soon dispatched elders orson hyde and john

gould to independence with advice for the missouri saints

arrived at independence hyde and

W

W

phelps journeyed to jefferson city

with a petition for governor daniel dunklin
28

1833

soon after they

this petition dated september

stated that the old settlers had harassed the

latter

day saints since

early spring and further told how the missourians
ians had demanded that the
Missour
saints leave the county

the petition also told of the destruction of the print-

ing press and appealed to governor dunklin to send troops to ensure that the

rights of the mormon people would be protected

the governor replied to the petition

in

12

part as follows

not being willing to persuade myself that any portion of the citizens
of the state of missouri are so lost to the sense of these truths as to require the exercise of force in order to insure a respect for them after
advising with the attorney general and exercising my best judgment 1I
would advise you to make a trial of the efficacy of the laws
with regard to the injuries you have sustained by destruction of
property etc the law is open to redress 1I cannot permit myself to
doubt that the courts will be open to you nor believe that you will find
13
difficulty in procuring legal advocates to sue for damages therein
1

history
history of caldwell co

12dhc
DHC
13

ibid

1I

15
410
41015

p 424

p

114

6

after receiving the above letter

the saints decided to remain in their

homes they also made arrangements to engage four attorneys to represent
them in their claims against the missourians
Missour ians

attorneys wood reese doni

mormons for the sum of one
phan and atchison agreed to act in behalf of the cormons
thousand dollars

14

their efforts

however were to bring little help for the

saints
mormons intended to appeal to
when the Missour
ians learned that the cormons
missourians
the courts for redress and when the saints publicly stated on october 20 that
they would defend their homes and families violence again flared up

groups of missourians
Missour ians during an eight day period

of

15

intense conflict at-

tacked three mormon settlements in the independence area
on the morning of november

5

the mormon leaders received word

ians had gathered near independence and were
that a large group of Missour
missourians
mormons there
threatening to attack the cormons

lyman wight led over one hun-

cormons to the aid of the saints at independence but before they ardred mormons
rived they found out that the town was not being attacked after all

10
16

colonel thomas pitcher as an officer of the state militia demanded
mormons be delivered up to be tried for alleged murders and
that certain cormons

that the saints surrender their weapons to him

troops and having been assured by

14

16

ibid

p 425

C
HC
CHC

1I

3342
42

DHC

1I

433

lt

not wishing to resist state

governor lilburn
lllburn

W

boggs that

7

mormons and old settlers would be disarmed the saints reluctantly gave
both cormons
up their arms

17

this proved to be

mormons
an unwise move by the cormons
Mor mons for as

soon as the Missour
ians learned that the saints were unarmed they intensified
missourians

the violence against them without fear of reprisal
by november 7 destitute men women and children crowded the banks
of the missouri
of

parley

river trying to escape from jackson county

the comments

pratt a mormon apostle describe the situation of the saints at

P

that time

the struggle was

our liberties were gone our homes
to be deserted and possessed by a lawless banditti and all of this in
the united states of america
now over

all our

goods were left behind but 1I obtained some of them after
wards at the risk of my life but all my provisions for the winter were
destroyed or stolen and my grain left growing on the ground for my
in short every member of the society was
enemies to harvest
driven from the county and fields of corn were ravaged and destroyed
stacks of wheat burned household goods plundered and improvements
18
and every kind of property destroyed

cormons
the mormons

now sought safety in adjacent counties

mainly clay county

since they dared not return to their homes and lands in jackson without protection

in an effort to obtain this protection some of the leading elders of the

church sent another petition to governor daniel dunklin

the petition

out-

lined the sufferings of the mormon people at the hands of the mobs and then

asked tim
the
thl governor to restore them to their property and to protect them by

17

18ft
1

ibid

p 434

parley P pratt autobiography of parley P pratt ed by his son
ap 101 103
parley P pratt salt lake city deseret book co 1964 pp

8

the use of state militia or a detachment of united states rangers

the governor

19

made a sympathetic reply to the mormon petition and ad-

vised them that it was their right to reclaim their lands to organize themselves into militia companies and to apply to the state for arms to protect

their property

20

the missouri attorney general robert

ported the governor in these views

W

wells sup

21

governor dunklin offered to supply a military escort to protect witnesses
by the citizens
subpoenaed to testify concerning the acts of violence committed bythe

cormons
Mor mons
of jackson county against the mormons

he also pledged that the saints could

te their homes under the protection of this guard
return to

mormons realthe cormons

ized that although a military escort might protect them while they returned
to their settlements as soon as the troops left the mobs would resume their
ero
irovernor had stated that he did not have the power
actions against them and the governor

mili atry body in jackson for any period of time after the
to keep Av protective miliatry

saints had returned to their homes

since there was no guarantee of safety

cormons elected to remain in clay county
after they returned to jackson the mormons
during the february term

of the

circuit court at independence several

of the mormon leaders were subpoenaed to appear and testify in behalf of the

state against certain

19

20
21

of the old

of jackson county who had been charged

52
451
45152

DHC

1I

ibid

77
pp
ap 476
47677

history

settlers

of caldwell

the letter is dated february
co

pp115
115

4

1834

9

cormons
Mor mons
with committing acts of violence against the mormons

on february 23 1834

the subpoenaed elders were escorted into jackson county by a company of fifty

militiamen under the command of captain david atchison just as governor
dunklin had promised

the witnesses settled in the flowney hotel

and were

attorney general wells soon visited the witnesses

placed under strong guard

and informed them that there was no longer any hope of any criminal proce-

dure against the old settlers

thebqldness
the boldness of the jackson county citizens had

overjawed
apparently over
over
overawed
ovet awed the governmental authorities of the state to the point
that they were afraid to take action against them

soon after wells had in

formed the mormon leaders of the circumstances captain atchison received
an order
ordee
order from circuit judge john ryland stating that his troops were no longer
lwo jackson county
iwo
iwa
nee
deAia
needeaia
dedia
needed

mormons
Mor mons fearing for their lives if left withthe cormons

out military protection marched out of independence with

pany

atchisons com

22

the
tl e saints
tle

continued to appeal to the state officers for aid in attempting

to regain their lost property

cormons felt that they were commanded
the mormons

by god to continue to seek redress because of the following revelation which

joseph smith had received from the lord

and again 1I say unto you those who have been scattered by their
enemies it is my will that they should continue to importune for redress and redemption by the hands of those who are placed as rulers
and are in authority over you

99
22

DHC

1I

481 83

A

letter from

in kirtland describes these events

W

W

phelps to the church leaders

10

let them importune

at the feet of the judge
and if he heed them not let them importune at the feet of the gov-

ernor
and if the governor heed them not let them importune at the feet
23
of the president
following this counsel another appeal was made to governor dunklin through a letter of june
and edward partridge

5

1834

in this

signed by

A

S

gilbert

W

W

phelps

mormons informed the governor
letter the cormons

that they were now prepared to return to jackson county under the protection
of a military guard which the governor had previously promised would be

supplied
A

24

governor
dunklin to a colonel thomton
from
thornton dated june
letter

6

cormons should be
1834 shows that the governor at that time felt that the mormons
restored to their lands in jackson county

dunklin wrote the following

more clear and indisputable right does not exist than that of
the mormon people who were expelled from their homes in jackson
county to return and live on their lands
the constitution of
the united states declares that the citizens of each state shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities of citizens of the several states
thenwe
then we cannot interdict any people who have a political franchise in
thelwe
the united states from immigrating to this state nor from choosing
what part of the state they will settle in provided they do not trespass
25
on the property rights of others
A

the governor then

u

appointed colonel thornton a special aid and requested

mormons and the old
helep
keep him informed as to the movements of the cormons
that he
heeep

2
23

24

88
8688
doctrine and covenants sec 10176 86

the saints during 1833 and 1834 also appealed to president andrew jackson for redress these appeals will be considered later
25

DHC

11
II

84

ibid

p

85

11

settlers in order that measures might be taken to insure that the character

of

the state which had already been injured by the mormon affair would not
be disgraced by it in the end
in addition to appealing to the governor the saints in june

1834

par-

tially through the efforts of judge john ryland entered into direct negotiations with the citizens of jackson county for the purpose of regaining their

properties

the propositions

cormons
Mor mons
able to the mormons

this

cormons
of about two hundred mormons

group known as

of joseph smith and had come to give

after the arrival

settlers however were not accept-

or
26

also in june a body
from kirtland

of the old

of the camp

zions camp

arrived in missouri

was under the leadership
soon

assistance to the missouri saints

smith dispatched orson hyde and parley

P

pratt te
to jefferson city to confer with the governor and to see if he was ready

cormons on their jackson county lands and to leave them
to re
reestablish
establish the mormons
there to defend themselves

pratt and hyde returned to the camp on july

15

with the reply from the governor that it was not now practicable to help the

mormons
cormons to return to their lands

27

9
26

99 the missourians
pp 96
ibid ap
Missour ians made two propositions the first
9699
provided that they would purchase all of the mormon lands in jackson county
at a reasonable price if the saints would agree never to settle there again the
mormons to purchase all of the old settlers
second proposal would allow the cormons
lands the saints felt that they could not agree to the first proposal because
they believed that the lord had commanded them to settle in jackson county
and they did not have sufficient funds to conform to the second proposal
1

27

ibid

p 94

12

the

news of dunklins refusal was a sudden setback to the saints since his

thornton had been
earlier statements especially his letter to colonel thomton
of restoring them to their lands in jackson
ffusal

zions camp was disbanded this was

lessness

of the

in favor

ten days after the governors redone partly because of the hope-

saints returning to jackson county in the near future partly

because cholera had broken out in the camp and partly because the continued
enoe
euce of the mormon army would tend to increase the tension between the
ence
existence
exist

saints and the old settlers

joseph smith realizing that there was presently

no hope of re
reestablishing
establishing his people in jackson county organized the mor

mons in clay county into a stake and shortly thereafter returned to kirtland

00
28

governor dunklin in spite of his promises to the mormons
cormons
Mor mons had given
only token assistance

he later even withdrew most of his sympathy toward

the mormon situation as shown by the following letter to

july

13

W

W

phelps dated

1836

public sentiment may become paramount law and when one man
or society of men become so obnoxious to that sentiment as to determine the people to be rid of him or them it is useless to rein counter

to it

29

cormons
the mormons

had thus been driven from jackson county and the state

authorities were to make no further efforts to aid them in returning to their
homes

28
28ibld

ibid

P

1350
135

29 ibid

p

462

chapter11
II
CHAPTER 11
EXPULSION FROM MISSOURI

and that mob that comes on us to disturb us it shall be between
us and them a war of extermination for we shall follow them until the
last drop of their blood is spilled or else they will have to exterminate
us for we will carry the seat of the war to their houses and their own
families and one party or the other shall be utterly destroyed
sidney rigdon

after their removal from jackson county
in clay county

the

old

cormons settled mainly
the mormons

cormons
of the county understood that the mormons

settlers

would remain there only until they could regain their lands in jackson

ever by june

of 1836 the

how-

saints had been in clay county for two years and it

began to appear to the clay citizens that they were going to become permanent

residents
a

on june 29 the old settlers held a meeting at liberty and drew up

mormons to withdraw from the county as
af resolutions asking the cormons
serias
series
serles
serl
seri of

they had formerly promised to do

the clay citizens objected to the saints

because of their religious beliefs because they were easterners and because
they were opposed to slavery

possible

in october

saints began to settle

1chc
acha
lcha

1I

21bid
2ibid
bibid

p 414

441

29

mormons agreedto
agreed
the cormons

to move as soon as

1836 with the help of the people of

clay county the

shoal creek northeast of liberty

they petitioned

on

14

the legislature to organize a new county and this was accomplished in decem-

ber with the formation

of caldwell county

cormons
the mormons

now had a county

own and they agreed with the missourians
of the
Missour ians not to settle in any other
theirown
their
irown

county without first obtaining the pe
permission
iniss lon of two thirds of the people re

siding in the county

3

after making such arrangements with the citizens

mormons settled there
carroll and daviess counties some cormons

this

new

of

ar-

rangement
ran gement was not to bring a lasting solution to the mormon conflict however

far
county

west soon became the principal mormon settlement in caldwell

by the spring of 1838

far west had become a

sizeable town and

caldwell county had a population in excess of five thousand

arrival of joseph smith and many

of the

kirtland saints

4

with the

on march 14

normon church was once again united in a single area
the mormon

1838

5

cormons and the missourians
ill
ili feelings between the mormons
lii
ians soon again beMissour
111
III

came apparent
cameapparent

these bad feelings were perhaps stirred

up by a

fourth

of

july speech which was delivered by sidney rigdon one of the mormon leaders

at

far west

in the speech rigdon stated that any attempts at mob violence

would result in a war of extermination which would be carried to the homes of
mobbers
the mobbers
robbers

history
4chc

1

5chc
HC

1I

of caldwell

co

p

117

president george

smith mormon church histormormons in the neighborhood
ian estimated that by the autumn of 1838 the cormons
of caldwell county had established two thousand farms and had paid the genooo
000 for land DHC 111
III XLIII
318000
ili
lii
eral government 318
25
L 424
42425

428

A

15
is

language such as this naturally did not contribute to an amiable relationviolence erupted on august

ship

county when

W

opponent of the

P

6

at the election polls at gallatin daviess

peniston a candidate for the state legislature and a strong

latter

mormons who had come
day saints spoke out against the cormons

cormons were allowed to vote the old settlers
he stated that if the mormons

to vote

would soon lose their suffrage

Missour ians attempted
the missourians

mons from voting and a fight broke out

to prevent the mor

6

exaggerated accounts of this event soon spread throughout the surrounding

cormons and Missour
area and bands of mormons
ians gathered and began to rove the
missourians
peniston judge adam black and others made affidavits stating

countryside

mormons were arming and were making threats against certain of the
that the cormons

warrants were sworn out for joseph smith and lyman wight for

old settlers

being leaders ot the insurrection and they volunteered to be tried before judge

austin

king UL
ta daviess county

A

old settlers in daviess county sent communications to governor lilburn
W

mormons with lawlessness and with making preparations
boggs charging the cormons

for war

7

fiftf

cormons at dewitt also petitioned the governor reporting
fifty of the mormons

ec tion
the threats of mob violence and asking boggs for state pro
projection
L

80

the governor

responded by ordering seven major generals of the state militia to each raise

61bid
id

pp447
447

7boggs
boggs was elected governor in the 1836 election
8SCHC

CHC

1I

452

16

and equip four hundred men and to have them remain in readiness

in the meantime minor clashes occurred between the roving bands of

mormons
cormons and missourians
Missour ians and burning and pillaging were carried on by both
ssides
ide s

9

generals david atchison and alexander doniphan prevented a more

Missour ians
serious skirmish between mormon troops and a large group of missourians
ondi ahrapan
at adam ondl
abian
ahian
on had dispersed the missourians
Missour ians at adam
atchison
after atchi&on
atchis

ondl ahman
ondi

they again gathered and marched toward the mormon settlement at dewitt

general parks the commander

of the

militia in the area of dewitt reported

that he was unable to control the mobs because many of his troops were in
sympathy with tluaaw
chaa
thua
thaa

joseph smith upon hearing of the dangerous situation

at dewitt hurried there by back roads to offer his assistance

smith ob-

cormons
Mor mons in the area testifying of the mobs treat
tained affidavits from non mormons
moe
ment of the mormans
Mormons

A

mr caldwell carried these affidavits to the governor

but he reported that the governor replied that the quarrel was between the

mormons
cormons and pheob
thewob
theob and that they must fight it out

10

cormons and the old settlers throughout
battles continued between the mormons
one of the more noteworthy of these skirmishes

caldwell and daviess counties

was known as the battle of crooked river

it took place when a body of sixty

mormons
cormons prisoner
cormons attacked a group of missourians
Missour ians who had taken three mormons

history
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DHC

of caldwell
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153

157

co

0

pp127
127

17

Missour

in the exchange of fire which took place one of the missourians
ians was killed and

cormons suffered three killed including
several were wounded while the mormons
their leader dwvid

W

patton who was one of the twelve apostles of the

overe
rec
recovered
Missour ians however were routed and the prisoners recovere
recovered
the missourians

church

mormons
the cormons

had evidently fired first at crooked

river

and this in-

Missour ians to see that they were punished for their
creased the desire of the missourians
so
actionso
actions
action

12

mormons and the
rumors and lies fanned the flame of hate between the cormons
old settlers

was circulated by judge E M ryland saskill woods
golwas
wond
word
wolwas

mormons had killed or captured fifty militiamen under
and others that the cormons

captain bogart at atzrooked
crooked river and that they were now marching toward
burn
richmond to sack and bum
bub the town

1
13

other reports accused the saints

of

4

townsa of gallatin and millport
millpost
Millport
burning the towns

cormons was altri
much of the reported burning and pillaging by the mormons
attri
nites whose alleged purpose
danites
canites
buted to a mormon organization known as the Da
was to destroy the
dw enemies of the church

the actions

of this group both

Missour ians for the
actual and rumored further intensified the hatred of the missourians
mormons
cormons
Mor mons

11

12

14
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14the
canites were never officially sanctioned by the church leaders
the danites
sampson avard their leader was excommunicated

18

rumors and actions as those previously mentioned influenced governor
boggs to issue his so called exterminating order on october 27 1838

the torm
form
order was in the4orm

of a

this

letter from boggs to general john clark in which

the governor stated that in view of the reports which he had received concernmormons
Mormons he had decided that the saints must be
ing the lawlessness of the cormons

treated as enemies and must be exterminated or driven from the state if
necessary for the public peace

15

official sanction had now been given by

mormons from missouri
the chief officer of the state to drive the cormons

just a few days before the extermination order was issued general
atchison in a letter to governor boggs had decried giving any governmental
mormons from the state
sanction to the driving of the cormons

he pointedly stated

do not feel disposed to disgrace myself or permit the troops
under my command to disgrace the state or themselves by acting the
cormons are to be driven from their homes let
part of a mob if the mormons
it be done without any color of law and in open defiance thereof let
16
upon
own
responsibilities lf
their
it be done by volunteers acting
1I

cormons
Mor mons
violence now increased against the mormons

in the outlying settlements

the mobs burned houses destroyed livestock and crops and took prisoners

general clark
wasput
wahput in command of the militia and he began marching tomark waaput
dark
with a thousand men and the extermination order
wilh
ward richmond w

meanwhile at hauns mill on shoal creek on october 28 the bloodiest

15

missouri general assembly document containing correspondence
mormons
C in relation to the disturbances with the cormons
Mor mons 1841 p 61
orders & co
16
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19

incident of the entire conflict took place

fair in

1839

john P greene in writing of the af-

recalls how a mob of from two to three hundred

came upon our people there whose number in men was about forty at a
time when they little expected any such thing and without any ceremony
not withstanding they begged for quarter shot them down as they would
excave by fleeing eighteen
tigers or panthers some few made their excape
1
17
wounded
were killed and a number more severely
faje
back at faxwest
Fax West
faw
wet a large body of militia under the command of general

samuel lucas arrived and camped just outside of the city

colonel george

marmon
hon
hinkle the marn
ion who was in charge of the state militia company that was
defending

far weat left the city under

general lucas and his staff

a flag of truce and conferred with

hinkle deceived some of the mormon leaders

sidney
and
wight
rigdon
lyman
hyrum
smith
including joseph smith
snith
saith
sith

parley

P

pratt into going to lucass camp for the supposed purpose of nego-

tiating with him

cormons entered the camp they were immediately
when the mormons

heid
held AS prisoners
seized and haldas
heldas

the militia officers called a council

decided that the mormon leaders would be shot the next morning

and it was

only strong

general
opposition from co
ameral alexander doniphan and a few others prevented the
aneral
sentence from being carried out

10
18

cormons to the following condicolonel hinkle agreed in behalf of the mormons
tions proposed by general lucas

17

cormons from
john P greene facts relative to the expulsion of the mormons
jackson county under the exterminating order cincinnati R P brooks
ppo 13

1839

18 pratt
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op cito
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20

to give up the church leaders to be tried and punished
to make an appropriation of their property all who have

1

2

taken

up arms to the payment of their debts and indemnity for damages done
by them
3
that the balance should leave the state and be protected by the
milicia
ila
iia but to be permitted to remain under protectipn
miliiia
protect4pn
protection until further orders
mili
militia
were received from the commander in chief
19
4
to give up arms of every description to be receipted for
0

the

next day general lucas ordered the mormon militia disarmed and

then the militia mob was turned loose on the defenseless town

mons were subjected to all manner of abuse

20

the mor

the church leaders were

in

the meantime marched toward independence by general robert wilson

general clark arrived at far W
west
st
men

the

prisoners

on november

4with sixteen hundred
swith

cormons as
following day he took fifty six more of the leading mormons

this

group of prisoners plus the other group at independence

which included joseph smith were taken to richmond where they were to be

tried for treason murder burglary arson robbery and larceny
began on november

13

with judge austin king presiding

the trial

many witnesses

were called to give testimony however when witnesses who were favorable

cormons appeared they were put in jail
to the mormons

finally the lawyers for the

amosreese
mormons
amoslreese
cormons
Reese advised the church leaders
Mor mons alexander doniphan and Amos
not to call any more witnesses

19
19dhc
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As a

cormons
result of the trial many of the mormons

historyof
historyof caldwell co
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this

second
account defends the actions of hinkle in dealing with lucas it concludes that
cormons by avoiding a battle when
he was acting in the beast
best interests of the mormons
fiv
fivee to one also see john corrills brief history
his troops were outnumbered div
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints st louia
loui0 1839 p 41

lout

90
20

history of caldwell co
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21

were released or admitted to bail but lyman wight caleb baldwin hyrum
smith alexander mcrae sidney rigdon and joseph smith were sent to liberty

clay county to await trial for murder and treason

parley

P

pratt morris

phelps luman gibbs darwin chase norman shearer and king follett were

incarcerated at richmond for the same charges

Q

21j

most of these men remained

in prison for several months in spite of appeals to the missouri supreme court

for writs

of

habeas corpus

22

joseph smith and his companions were finally

permitted to escape in april 1839 but pratt and phelps remained in prison
until they obtained their freedom through a daring escape on the fourth of july

23

with many of the church leaders in prison and others in apostasy brig-

cormons from missouri
ability for removing the mormons
responsibility
ham young assumed the response
responsl bility
i

he organized the saints and immediately began to make preparations for them to
leave the state

before leaving however the saints again attempted to obtain

redress from the state

this time the appeal was

to the state legislature

the memorial reviewed the wrongs

in the form of a memorial

mormons
which the cormons

felt had been committed against them and then it asked that a law be passed re
scind ing the extermination order and appropriating funds to compensate those
scinding

21
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of publishers

reorganized

22

whose possessions had been stolen or

24
destroyed
david redfield

carried the

memorial to the legislature and had an interview with governor boggs

boggs

appeared interested in the mormon plight and stated that he would write to
judge king and colonel price and order them to

ities

far west to put down any hostil-

evidently this was never carried out
in the missouri legislature the mormon question was hotly debated and a

bill was introduced to set up a joint committee to investigate the mormon dis-

the bill however was tabled the

bances
turbances
tur

only other actions by the

mormons were appropriations
legislature concerning the cormons

ooo
of 22000
000 to aid the

ooo
000
200000
suffering peoples of daviess and caldwell counties and the sum of 200
who were involved in the mormon hostil
bostil
for the payment of the state troops whowere

aties
ities

25

at a public meeting on january 29

at

1839

far west

cormons
the mormons

pledged to assist each other in moving out of the state in accordance with
boggs order and the provisions of the agreement which they had made with

generals clark and lucas

the saints

puc
chaske
chasee
purchaser
chasle twenty
made arrangements to pur
purchase

thousand acres of land near quincy illinois

mot
by may of 1839 most of the mor

mons had left missouri and had taken up residence at a small pett
sett lement near
satt
settlement

commerca
quincy called commerce

commerce would soon become the mormon city

of nauvoo
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23

the expulsion was

now completed

militia mobs had driven between

twelve and fifteen thousand american citizens from the state

cormons
the mormons

had been forced to abandon over 300 000 worth of property and fifty of their

number had been killed outright while others were to later die from wounds

or exposure

aa
9a
26

mormons were also guilty
it should be stated again however that the cormons
of committing crimes during the conflict

john D

lee stated that as a mor-

mon danite he rode on several occasions with mormon troops who took large

amounts of non mormon property

27

he further stated that he was told by

mormons that they had participated in burning houses and doing other
other cormons
damage

cormons may have been guilty
however no matter what crimes the mormons

of as the

historian of caldwell county stated there

was no sort of authority for requiring them to leave the state it was
monstrously illegal and unjust to attempt to punish them for offenses
for which they had not been tried and of which they had not been convicted it would be a reasonable conclusion that in making his so
unwarrented
unwarranted
rented
called treaty gen lucas was guilty of illegal extortion unwar
rio atlon of authority and flagrant violation of
usurpation
assumption of power usu
18
the natural rights of man

this

then is a brief account of the expulsion of the mormon people from

missouri and the failure

of

their attempts to obtain redress from the state govern-

ment for their sufferings and their loss of property and life
26 brigham young et
al
etal
carrington 1875 XVII 60
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APPEALS FOR NATIONAL REDRESS

1840
1833
18331840

by revelation joseph smith had been instructed to seek redress
from the least in authority even to the greatest in missouri they had
begun their petitions with the justice of the peace and then ascended
in regular graduation till they reached the chief executive of the state
they had finished their task for the time being when they had memorialized congress and then laid their petition before the president of the
1I
united states

T

B

H

stenhouse

mormons had appealed for help to all
As stenhouse states after the cormons

branches of the state government of missouri they next turned to the national
government for assistance

although most of the appeals for national aid

were made after the saints had fled missouri they made at least two requests
while they were still in the state

these early pleas for redress were

in the form of petitions and were

addressed to the president of the united states

sir william blackstone

the

english authority on law refers to the petition for redress as one of those
checks and safeguards of basic rights

blackstone further states that the

petition is used in cases of uncommon injury or infringement of basic

rights when the ordinary course of justice does not provide a remedy

at
1t
and co

B

H

1873

stenhouse
p

124

the rocky

mountain saints new york

appleton

25

when these circumstances arise he concludes anyone has the right to petition
the king or either house of parliament for a redress of grievances

first amendment

with this basis and the guarantee of the

29

concerning

petitions the saints were justified when in 1833 and 1834 they forwarded two
such petitions to president andrew jackson

records show only a reference to

the first petition which was apparently sent in october 1833

liberty clay county

of the second one which was written from

the second petition was signed by

1834

tridge john whitmer

W

W

cormons
114 mormons
Mor mons

phelps and

A

S

there is
on

april

a copy
10

including edward par-

gilbert and stated in part

that
f the

federal constitution has given to congress the power to provide for

calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the union suppress insurrections or repel invasions and for these purposes the president
of the united states is authorized to make the call upon the executives
of the respective statestheref
ers in behalf of
he
petitioners
states cheref
ref ore we your petition
heref
our society which is so scattered and suffering most humbly pray
that we may be restored to our lands houses and property in jackson
3
county and be protected in them until peace can be restored

also at this time gilbert phelps and partridge sent a letter to the president along with the petition

4

the letter asked president jackson that

if he were

mormons that it be given early to relieve quickly
disposed to grant aid to the cormons

the suffering mormon families

governor
were
to
dunklin
also
written
letters

requesting him to write the president and to ask for presidential aid for the

2

2sir
asir
sir william blackstone commentaries
hardcastle browne st paul west pub co
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1897 p 45

26

mormons
cormons
Mor mons and to senator thomas hart benton explaining the plight of the mor
mons to him

5

president jackson referred the petition to the war department and on
may

2

1834

secretary

of

war lewis cass sent a reply to the mormon leaders

secretary cass informed the saints that the offenses of which they complained
were
violations of the laws of the state of missouri and not of the united
states the powers of the president under the constitution and laws
to direct the employment of a military force in cases where the ordinary civil authority is found insufficient extend only to proceedings
under the united states
where an insurrection in a state exists against the government
thereof the president is required on the application of such state or
of the executive when the legislature cannot be convened to call forth
such number of the militia as he may judge sufficient to suppress such

insurrection
but this state of things does not exist in missouri or if it does
the fact is not shown in the mode pointed out by law the president
cannot call out a military force to aid in the execution of state laws
until the proper requisition is made upon him by the constituted author6
ities

these first appeals

mormons to the national executive were refused
of the cormons

therefore because neither the executive nor the legislature

of the state of mis-

souri had requested national intervention
shortly after the mormon people arrived in illinois and began to build

their city

of nauvoo they renewed

their efforts to obtain redress from the na-

tional government for their losses and sufferings in missouri

51bid
id

pp
ap 487
88
48788

61bid
ibid p 493 appendix D at the end of this thesis illustrates some of
the parts of the missouri constitution which had been violated during the mor-

mon conflict

27

on april

10

1839 while joseph smith was

still in prison in liberty mis-

souri sidney rigdon sent him a letter outlining a plan to impeach the state of

missouri

the grounds for impeachment according to rigdon were

article

section

IV

4

of the constitution of the united

found in

states which provides

in part that the united states shall guarantee to every state in this union a

republican form of government

1

rigdon contended that such a form of govern-

ment did not exist in the state of missouri and he set about to prove his claim

he planned to have mormon representatives armed with affidavits stating

their claims against missouri contact all

of the

state governors and influence

them to include the question of republican government in missouri in their next

messages to their state legislatures

mormon elders were to be assigned to

each state capital as well as to washington to present the mormon case and
to encourage the legislators to take some kind of action against missouri

7

joseph smith and other of the mormon leaders were apparently not im-

pressed with the practicality

of

this plan for at a conference on may

the church adopted a substitute plan

this

5

1839

new plan provided for a delegate

washington
ashington and to present the mormon cause before the national governto go to wment

sidney rigdon was chosen to be the delegate

8

rigdon however proved to be slow in fulfilling his assignment

this

prompted the high council of nauvoo the following october to appoint a com-

mittee to go to washington and importune the president and congress of the

7dhc 111
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p 346

28
90
17

evances
grievances17
or redress of grievances
gri
united states ffor
the committee selected was composed of rigdon the prophet joseph smith and judge elias higbee

these

three men accompanied by porter rockwell the prophets bodyguard left for
washington on october 29

rigdon became ill along the way and was left in the

care of rockwell and a dr foster near columbus ohio while smith and higbee hurried on to washington by stage

during the remainder of the journey to washington an interesting event

cormons
Mor mons
occurred which helps to show the public attitude toward the mormons

the

stage had stopped at a public house and while the driver was inside refreshing
the horses became frightened and bolted

side of the speeding coach to the

control

the passengers

their praise

joseph smith climbed from the in-

drivers seat and brought the horses under

who included some congressmen were lavish in

of this heroic act until they found out that

smith the mormon prophet then no more was said

their rescuer was joseph

10

smith and higbee arrived in washington on november 28 and immediately
began to meet with officials of the national government in an effort to obtain re-

dress for their people

the morning following their arrival

obtained an interview with president martin van buren

letters
1I

do

1I

in washington they

after reading their

of introduction smith reported that the president remarked

can do nothing for you

9dhc iv
101bid
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24
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what can

if 1I do anything 1I shall come in contact with

29

before they left the presidents office however

the whole state of missouri

van buren promised to reconsider the problem he also stated that he sympathized with them because of their sufferings

11

having apparently failed in their efforts to obtain redress from the president smith and judge higbee turned their attention to congress

they arranged

a meeting with the illinois congressional delegation in order to determine how

to bring the mormon case before congress

at this meeting senator john

cormons national aid
robinson spoke against giving the mormons

M

he felt that the courts

of missouri were the proper place to present the mormon claims

senator

mormons
Mor mons and after some debate it was decided
richardyoung
richard young defended the cormons

that a petition and memorial should be drafted and presented to the senate by

senator young so that they could be referred to the proper committee along
with all supporting documents

12

joseph smith in the meantime had written to

the saints in illinois asking them to contact all of the influential men in that

part of the country urging them to write to their congressmen requesting aid

cormons
Mor mons
for the mormons

1
13

while in washington smith also had an interview with john
whose conduct he reports

very ill became his station

C

calhoun

the prophet

soon

21 he left washington
lost patience with the national lawmakers and on december 21he

an account of this interview is contained in a letter to
hyrum smith the prophets brother
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to preach in philadelphia

14

he remained in the east a few more weeks and

then returned to nauvoo in march

judge higbee however stayed in washing-

ton and worked diligently to see that the mormon claims received a proper

hearing before congress

the mormon petition was presented

in the senate and re
referred
ferried
fettled to the

senate judiciary committee for consideration

judge higbee appeared before

members of the committee as well as senator lewis linn and representative
john jameson of missouri on february 20 1840 and presented the mormon

case against missouri

he told of the sufferings of the saints at such places

as hauns mill and related how they had endured all manner of persecution

because of their religious beliefs

higbee also produced letters from gover-

nor robert lucas of the iowa territory and from senator young

of

illinois

cormons
Mor mons
vouching for the industriousness and good character of the mormons

judge

higbee admitted that he did not know how far the jurisdiction of congress went
in the mormon problem but he stated that there was nowhere else for the
day saints to turn and he therefore demanded of congress restitution

latter

mormons as united states citizens
of the rights and privileges of the cormons

15

higbee appeared before the judiciary committee again on february 22

senator linn and representative jameson were again present and this time

cormons
they spoke out against the mormons

151bid
ibicl

16

jameson accused the saints of stealing
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journal history of the church february 21 and 22 1840 this manuscript history compiled by andrew jensen is located in the church historians
office hereafter referred to as JHC
0

31

breaking out of jail and of burning houses but he remarked to hibgee that even-

cormons could make it appear that they had been wronged he would
ing that if the mormons
use his influence to see that the saints were redressed so that the shame should
on the whole state but on those which had been guilty1
not fall cm
guilty

1

17

on february 26 judge higbee sent a report of his efforts to the church

leaders in nauvoo

he stated that he had recently received word from the chair-

man of the senate judiciary committee
cominittee general garret D wall that the com-

cormons
Mormons
mit
mittees
tees decision would be unfavorable to the mormons

A

week later the coma

higbee1 s previous state
mittee
cittee submitted the following report which confirmed higbees

nrent
arent
mipnt
mient
have examined the case presented by the petition
and after full examination
aad heard the views urged by the agent
concurs in the opinion
and consideration unanimously concurr
that the case presented for their investigation is not such a one as
will justify or authorize any interposition by this government
the wrongs complained of are not alleged to be committed by any
of the officers of the united states or under the authority of this govern
ment in any manner whatever
the grievances complained of in the petition are alleged to have
been done within the territory of the state of missouri
the petitioners
petition ers
must seek relief in the courts of judicature of the state of missouri or of
the united states which has the appropriate jurisdiction to administer
full and adequate redress for the wrongs complained of
it can never be presumed that a state either wants the power or
whether
lacks the disposition to redress the wrongs of its own citizens
18
1
persons
of
any
or
other
they proceed from the lawless acts her officers

the committee

the committee

had said in substance exactly what secretary of war cass

had said six years earlier since the laws and the officers of the united states

17
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had not been involved in the causes of the persecutions the government of the

united states could not be involved in the remedy unless they were requested
to act by the state of missouri
judge higbee in a final report from washington dated march 24 stated

that he felt that senator young had acted with poor judgment when he had not inmormons had presented
OH a amotion
motlon to have the papers printed which the cormons
motion
sisted on
if the papers had been printed higbee concluded at least all of the congressmen would have had access to the mormon claims against missouri and mis

souri would have been shamed

19

shortly after writing this last report elias

higbee returned to nauvoo

at the october conference

of the

church in 1840 judge higbee was again

selected to petition congress for a redress of grievances suffered by the mor

robert

mons in missouri

B

thompson was appointed to assist him and

together they drew up a petition very similar to the one which higbee had

presented in the senate the previous winter

ber

28

1840 was

the latest petition dated novem

presented to the house of representatives referred to the

judiciary committee and ordered to be printed

20

there is

no

further mention

of what became of it
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thus

by 1840 several attempts had been made by the mormon people to

obtain redress from the national government for their sufferings in missouri

although appeals to both houses of congress and to the president had brought
no

redress the petitions

chapter will show

of the

saints ceased only temporarily as the next

CHAPTERIV
CHAPTER IV

FURTHER APPEALS FOR NATIONAL REDRESS

1843
1844
18431844

if we want congress to do anything for us in drawing up our
right in the matter but we must
tight
memorial we must not ask what is tight
pass1
pass
ask what kind of thing will congress passa
passi
orson hyde

cormons evidently made
the mormons

no appeals to washington during 1841-

in november of 1843 another attempt was begun to obtain

1842 however

repress
redress from the national government

brigham young records that at a

meeting of the citizens of nauvoo on november 29 he was appointed chairman of a committee whose purpose was to petition congress for a redress
of grievances

29

thle
thie
the committee drafted a memorial stating the persecutions suffered
by the saints in missouri and the fruitless appeals which had been made to

the state authorities for aid

the memorial then appealed to the national

government for assistance it was signed by the mayor alderman and
councillors
counci
councilors
lors of the city of nauvoo

3

joeeph
joseph
jseph smith while speaking about the petition during a meeting of

IJHC
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april

26
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the nauvoo city council declared that the group should call upon the national
ancon
government for the protection of federal troops for this would not be uncon

stitutional but within the powers of congress
on december

for the purpose

of

4

1843

4

the citizens of nauvoo met in the assembly room

further discussing the memorial to congress

during the

meeting smith spoke for two and a half hours and related many of the instances
of the missouri conflict which had not been included in the memorial

he stated

that he had been involved in thirty eight law suits and had paid the state of mis-

souri

150 000

for land which was taken from him by the mobs

he also re-

ported that he had had to borrow 500 from judge young the illinois senator

as well as from others to pay the expenses of the mormon party which went
to washington in 1839 to ask for redress

at the meeting smiths clerk willard

richards read the memorial and those present unanimously voted their approval of it

5

in addition to the memorial an ordinance was also drafted to be sent to

congress

in the ordinance the saints asked congress to ratify the following

cormons might be protected from vioprovisions of a charter in order that the mormons
mts
rights
lence and shielded in their riiff
riiffits
its

that all of the rights powers privileges and immunities
section 1
belonging to the territories and not repugnant to the constitution of the
united states are hereby granted and secured teethe inhabitants of the
city of nauvoo

4jhc
jhc
4hc december

16

SJHC
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december

1843
1843

36

that the mayor of nauvoo be and is hereby empowered
section 2
by this consent of the president of the united states whenever the actual
necessity
neres
sity of the case and the public safety shall require it to call to
necessity
his aid a sufficient number of united states forces in connection with
the nauvoo legion to repel the invasion of mobs keep the public peace
and protect the innocent from the unhallowed ravages of the lawless banditti that escape justice on the western frontier and also to preserve
the power and dignity of the union
the officers of the united states army are hereby resection 3
quired to obey the requisitions of this ordinance

for all services rendered in quelling mobs and preserving the public peace the said nauvoo legion shall be under the same
6
0
regulations rules and laws of pay as the troops of the united states
section

4

it is obvious that through this ordinance the mormon leaders were attempting to secure from the national government sufficient authority and support that

they would never again have to rely upon the state officers for protection

the

mormons
cormons were also attempting to have the federal government pay for the ser-

vices of the nauvoo legion the mormon troops against mob violence

0

this

was perhaps to make up for the state of missouri paying the wages of the militia
if this ordinance had been adopted by congress nauvoo would

mobs in 1838

have become a type of federal city state

the records

show no congressional

reaction to the petition but judging from the demands that it made and the fate
of other mormon petitions

it can be assumed that it was assigned to a committee

and never reported out
tiye
tiie problems of obtaining redress for rights lost in the past and securthe
ing protection against future infringement of liberties seemed to be always
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before the mormon leaders during this period

on march

1844

11

a special

council of mormon leaders met to determine the best policy for the church to
adopt to obtain their rights from the nation and to secure protection for them-

they also discussed the possibility

selves and children

of moving to some

uninhabited region of the continent where they could enjoy the liberty of con-

science guaranteed to us by the constitution of our country

and denied to

us by the present authorities who have smuggled themselves into power in

t7
ta
the state and nation

the

following day orson pratt was authorized by a letter from joseph

smith acting in his capacity as mayor of nauvoo to represent the city at

congress and to present a petition to the national legislature

80

prior to his

departure for washington elder pratt was carefully instructed by smith concerning how most effectively to fulfill his duties in the capital

smith counseled

pratt to first call the illinois congressional delegation together and to tell them
that the mormon sufferings had been so great that the petition which he carried
to washington must be acted upon

the prophet then advised elder pratt to

call upon john quincy adams and to ask him to assemble the massachusetts
delegation in order that pratt might appear before them and present the mormon
smith further told pratt to visit henry clay and other prominent men

case

and to hold public meetings and invite members of congress to attend and at

7

7ibid
bibid
ibid
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12
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38

these meetings to present the facts of the mormon claims

letter from john

A

E

Q
9

page who had been in washington since the pre-

vious november preaching for the church relates how closely orson pratt
followed the prophets counsel

10 page

states that pratt arrived in washington

soon after his arrival he called on representative hoge the

on march 31

congressman who represented the district in which nauvoo was located and

requested that he assemble the illinois delegation

when the congressmen

from illinois had gathered elder pratt read the mormon memorial to them
in the memorial the officials of nauvoo appealed to congress for aid

from unparalleled persecutions and cruel
cruelties
ties inflicted upon us and our con-

stituents by the constituted authorities of the state of missouri

further told

fear

of the actions of

the petition

state troops in missouri who unrestrained by

of law had laid waste to fields

citizens and ravaged women

u

shot animals burned houses butchered

it also related how after moving to illinois

mormons
cormons had been kidnapped and taken back to missouri and tortured and how

three times missouri had attempted to extradite joseph smith from illinois

11

after appearing before the illinois delegation pratt contacted john quincy
adams and requested that he call a meeting of the massachusetts congressmen
and pratt appeared before them and again read the mormon

this was done
9dhc
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memorial

the massachusetts delegation advised that the petition should be re-

fferred to the committee on judiciary

elder pratt next visited other representa-

tives of the various states especially those who were members of the judiciary

the general

committee

opinion which pratt received from those whom he con-

tacted was that congress did not have the authority to act in the mormon case

elder page reported that one member

of the judiciary committee told pratt and

him that our cause was just and our sufferings were great no doubt but still

our constitution was such and the state of missouri being a sovereign state he
could not see any possible redress for us short of heaven

12

elder pratt after making the previously mentioned visits delivered the
memorial and its supporting documents to senator james semple of illinois
who presented it to the senate

in the senate the petition was assigned to the

judiciary committee as predicted
some congressmen had advised orson pratt to appeal for redress through
the courts of missouri

in a

of the judiciary committee

letter to senator john
elder pratt pointed

M

berrien the chairman

out the
thehopelessness
hopelessness of such

attempts since the mormon people were not even safe within the boundaries
of missouri

0

he further told senator berrien that congress is our only hope

meanwhile back at nauvoo on march 26 joseph smith wrote another

memorial and ordinance to congress

12

JHC

april

12

1844

these documents asked congress to

contained in a letter from john

ham young

orgon
130rson
orson pratt

op

cit

pp
ap

18
19
1819

E

page to brig-

10
13

40

grant him the authority to raise 100 000 troops for the purpose of protecting
wh wished to settle in the oregon area and in remote parts of the terri
whe
those who

tory of the united states

14

orson hyde was sent to washington with creden-

tials signed by mayor joseph smith to present this petition to congress

15

the

reason for the petition was that the saints were contemplating moving to the
oregon country and many of the settlers already in oregon were from misssouri
ouri

16

mormons were expecting a conflict and were taking steps to
the cormons

secure federal protection before they left
on march 30 smith sent a petition similar to the one which he had
given to hyde to present to congress to president john

tyler the prophet

ooo
000 men
loo
100000
in the petition again asked for the privilege of raising an army of 100

to protect migrating settlers to oregon and to protect the people of texas

17

orson hyde immediately went to washington and there worked with elder
pratt to get congress to take favorable action on the mormon petitions

18

he

wrote a report from the capital on april 25 1844 telling of their efforts
hyde stated that the petition which pratt had presented to senator semple
asking for redress of the missouri persecutions was still in the judiciary

14
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committee of the senate and that the committee had not yet made a report
concerning the petition

elder hyde also said that he and pratt had conferred

with members of the illinois delegation including representatives hoge

hardin douglas and wentworth and senator semple

hoge warned hyde

pratt that a bill introduced to fulfill the provisions of the mormon petition
and prattthat
concerning oregon would not pass congress because of the treaty of joint
occupation which the united states had entered into with england

repre-

senta
tive hoge felt that if the united states authorized an armed force to enter
sentative

oregon england would consider such action a breach of the treaty and would
commence
enoe hostilities against the united states
ence
comm
of his support in

wentworth assured the saints

their oregon venture but senator semple cautioned the elders

that he did not think that anything would be done about oregon or texas in the

present congressional session because of the effect such actions might have
on the outcome of the approaching

presidential elections

the
the illinois congressmen advised the mormon agents that a more effec-

tive method of presenting their petition to congress would be to have it read
on the floor of one of the houses and then have

rules

its sponsor move to have the

of the house suspended to enable the bill which would fulfill the pro-

visions of the petition to be printed

fel that if this approach
fei
felc
the congressmen feic
felt

were used there would be a better chance of the petition being acted upon than
if it were simply introduced and referred to a standing committee where it

42

would be placed with many other petitions and probably forgotten

19

the great

number of petitions which are presented at each session of congress help explain why it was difficult for the mormon agents to get their petitions acted
upon

for example

the house journal for the first session of the 27th congress

20
shows that approximately 450 petitions were introduced during that one session

cormons
the mormons
of

followed this new approach for introducing a petition in the house

representatives

elder hyde when confronted with opposition to the mormon petition for
federal protection in oregon simply explained

our government professes

to have no power to help us or to redress the wrongs which we have suffered
and we now ask for the government to protect us while raising our volunteers

other congressmen had told hyde and pratt that it would

do no good to pass

another law to protect the saints in oregon for another law would not prevent
the saints from being shot down as they had been in missouri

21

mormon agents once again importuned
importuner at the feet of the president
when on

april

25

1844

senator semple introduced elders hyde and pratt to

president john tyler at the white house

they spent an hour with the presi-

dent and related to him the sufferings of the mormon people in missouri

tyler

spoke sympathetically of their ill treatment and inquired as to their
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present situation in illinois

elder hyde told him that they were having

a diffi-

cult time because of the great losses which they had suffered in missouri

alt-

hough the president expressed regret for their difficulties he evidently made
no offers of federal help

tue
the

22

next day the mormon elders conversed with judge stephen

another of the illinois congressmen

A

douglas

judge douglas spoke enthusiastically of

the saints going to oregon and stated that he thought they would do as well
without an act of congress backing them up as with one

he felt that within

five years the mormon population in oregon would be sufficient to form a state
and if the federal government did not accept them into the union they could form
a government of
iised

their

own

douglas also gave hyde a map of oregon and prom-

to send joseph smith a copy of

lt

C
john G

fremonts report

on

explore
his explor

atlon of the territory between the missouri river and the rocky mountains

00
23

hyde and pratt drafted a bill on april 26 asking congress to appropriate
mormons who had suffered during the
two million dollars for the relief of cormons
1838 1839
missouri persecutions of 18381839

the

of the bill was to be deposited with the

money according to the provisions

city council

cormons in proportion to their losses
among the mormons

of nauvoo and

distributed

elder hyde gave the bill

to the senate judiciary committee and remarked that he intended to tease the

committee until he provoked them or got them to do something for the mormon

221bid
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peopled
peopleo
people

hyde made some interesting comments concerning what he had learned
about getting results from congress

gress to act

on a

he concluded that in order to get con-

memorial the memorialist must consider the following

majority will it be popular or unpopular
for you might as well drive a musket ball through a cotton bag or the
or a camel through
gospel of christ through the heart of a priest
through
r4 ough congress that will operthe eye of a needle as to drive anything th
2
ate against the popularity of politicians

will it suit the politics

of the

the elders were rapidly learning the realities

of politics

elder hyde again reported to the brethren
30

in nauvoo in a

letter

of

april

he stated that senator semple would read one of the mormon memorials

in the senate that day and that representative wentworth would read the other
in the house the following monday

hyde had been informed that following

the reading of the memorial in the senate it would be referred to the committee
on

oregon

all

of the members of the committee were from the southwest that section of

0

he felt that the bill would not be reported out favorably because

the country opposed to expansion in oregon

mittee
cittee david atchison of missouri

at the

end of his

25

and the chairman of the com

oregon
elyon
had already introduced a bill on Or
eLron
orelron

letter hyde stated that elder pratt had just returned

from the senate and reported that semple had not read the memorial after all

instead general atchison had moved to make his bill concerning oregon a

24
25

JHC

april

26

1844

this was the same david atchison

during the missouri conflict

who had been a militia commander

45
f

special order of business for the following monday
senate action on the mormon petition however

26

this

on may 25

evidently ended the
the mormon memor-

ial on oregon was presented in the house by representative john wentworth
wentworth asked for permission to present a memorial from general joseph

smith the mormon leader and requested that it be read by the clerk this was
the approach that the illinois delegation had suggested earlier to hyde and

pratt

the clerk began

of the eppse
hpjuse members rose in opposition to such a petition being
hppse

far several
read

to read the memorial but before chehad
hehad read very

wentworth replied that he would move for a suspension of the rules in

order to have the petition read and proceeded to so move for the purpose
going into a committee of the whole on the oregon petition

of

the motion to sus-

pend the rules was defeated by a vote of 79 yeas to 86 nays this apparently

had the effect of killing the petition

the efforts

of

27

orson pratt and orson hyde to obtain national redress

mormons had proved to be as fruitless as elias higbees attempt had
for the cormons
been in 1840

during the time that hyde and pratt were in washington the citizens
cormons
Mormons
in the area around nauvoo became increasingly hostile toward the mormons
stenhouse makes the following comments on the situation in illinois

26

JHC

27 U

april

30

1844

congressional globe 28th cong ist sess XIII 39 664
all of the missouri and illinois representatives voted to go into a committee
of the whole except hughes of missouri
S

46

the people

of illinois were now becoming better acquainted with
their fellow citizens and comprehending the inevitable political issue
between a community voting as a unit and the divisional voting of promiscuous citizens their immediate neighbors were now as dissatisfied

with theirpresence
Missour ians formerly
their presence as were the missourians

the actions

cormons
of apostate mormons

9
28

created further friction

an anti

mormon press was established and operated in nauvoo under the name of
the expositor by william and wilson law robert and charles foster fran-

cis and chauncey higbee and charles ivins

after only

one number of the

paper was printed the nauvoo city council declared it a public nuisance and
ordered it destroyed

the order was carried

the anti mormon feeling in the area

out and this greatly added to

29
99

naake
irake
these increasingly violent circumstances caused joseph smith to n1ake

his final appeal for national redress for his people

this last request

of the

prophet was written june 20 1844 and was addressed to president john

the short but powerful plea

tyler

follows

am sorry to say that the state of missouri not contented with
robbing driving and murdering the latter day saints are now joining
the mob of this state for the purpose of the utter extermination of
mormons
Mor mons as they have resolved and now sir as president of
the cormons
the united states will you render that protection which the constitution
guarantees in case of insurrection and rebellion and save the innopersecution 30
cent and oppressed from such horrid persecution30
1I

this plea

too went unheeded

repeated appeals to the national govern-

mormons from a fate similar to the one which they had
ment would not save the cormons

no
28

90
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governor thomas ford states that he also about this time

47

endured several years earlier in missouri

in the spring of 1844 the prophet

attempted to call the attention of the nation to the sufferings of his people and
candidate
to bring them redress through another method joseph smith became a cpdidate

for the office of president of the united states

the next chapter will tell the

story of his candidacy

appealed to the national government for five hundred troops to be stationed in
n
hancock county for a time fords request was subsequently refused
griggs
thomas ford history of illinois chicago S C G
figgs and co 1854 p
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CHAPTER V

JOSEPH SMITH

presidential

CANDIDATE

tell the

people we have had whig and democratic presidents
long enough we want a president of the united states
joseph smith

joseph smith continuing his efforts to secure redress for the mormon
people in november 1843 wrote letters to the five men whom he considered
the leading candidates for the american presidency at the next general elec-

tion

these letters addressed to lewis cass richard

clay martin van buren and john

C

johnson henry

M

calhoun explained the sufferings of the

mormons
cormons in missouri their repeated attempts at obtaining redress and then
asked the question

what will be your action relative to us as a people
0

should fortune favor your ascension to the chief magistry2
stry
magistery
magl
magi
magistry

replies to most

of these

letters would soon arrive but in the meantime

colonel john frierson a united states surveyor and a political representative
of calhoun visited nauvoo

frierson remained in nauvoo four days

and

cormons concernduring this stay he met with the prophet and other leading mormons
ing petitioning congress for a redress of grievances

ldhcy
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after discussing the

49

mormon problem frierson drafted a memorial in behalf of the saints and told
them it was his intention to have representative R

present the petition in congress

3

B

rhett

this action by calhouns

of south

men was no doubt

an attempt to gain mormon support for the coming election
by a letter of october 23

1843

carolina

this is confirmed

from joseph heywood of quincy to joseph smith

cormons
explaining the desires of rhett and frierson to obtain redress for the mormons
and expressing heywoods support of calhoun for president

4

these efforts

on

behalf of calhoun to obtain the mormon vote were highly unsuccessful
john C calhoun answered the prophets letter of inquiry on december 2
in response to

1843

smiths question concerning his actions toward the mor

mons should he be elected president calhoun states

tt
1

I would

ister the government according to the constitution and the laws

strive to adminof the union

and that as they make no distinction between citizens of different religious

creeds

1I

should make none

calhoun however in referring to the mormon

conflict in missouri stated that he still held the same opinion which he had

expressed to smith four years earlier in washington that the case does not
come within the jurisdiction of the federal government which is one of

limited and specific powers

5

when smith answered calhouns letter the following january he wrote
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cormons giving calhoun any
a stinging reply which removed all doubt of the mormons
support in his presidential aspirations

6

henry clay replied to the prophets letter

on

november

15

1843

clay

responded to the question which smith had asked the candidates in the following
way

can enter into no engagements make no promises give no pledge to
any particular portions of the people of the united states if 1I ever
enter into that high office 1I must go to it free and unfettered with no
guarantees but such as are drawn from my whole life character and
conduct
1I

clay went

on to say

that he had followed with interest the progress of the

latter

day saints and that he sympathized with them for their sufferings and felt that
they as all religions should enjoy the protection of the constitution and the
laws

7

joseph smith was not pleased with

clays attitude either

and on may

wrote a reply as biting as the one which he had addressed to calhoun

lewis cass was the only other potential candidate to reply

13

80

he expressed

the same constitutional views as calhoun but stated that he did not consider

himself a candidate for the presidency

richard johnson proved not to be

a

serious candidate and van buren was already despised by smith as is shown

6correspondence
correspondence between joseph smith the prophet and col john went
worthgen
wirthgen
worth gen james arlington bennet and the honorable john C calhoun new
14 this is contained on
ap 11
york john Eeo page and L R foster 1844 pp
1114
microfilm in the BYU library and is taken from the berrian collection in the
new york public library
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the following postscript which smith added to van burens letter

also whether your view or feelings have changed since the subject
matter of this communication was presented to you in your official capaV

1839j and by you treated
city in washington in the year 1841 should be 1839
9
with coldness indifference and neglect bordering on contempt

since none of the five candidates to whom smith had written were acceptable
to the mormon leaders they called a meeting on january

12

1844 at the

mayors

office for the purpose of discussing what action the mormon people should take

in relation to the coming presidential election

the mormon officials briefly

and
quickly
decided
discussed the two leading candidates clay and van biren
ben

that they could not support either of them

richards made

after further discussion willard

a motion which was unanimously adopted to form an independent

ticket and run joseph smith as the candidate for president

10

at the close

of

the meeting smith made the following statement concerning his nomination

I1

ever get into the presidential chair 1I will protect the people in their
if 1I evergen
everget
liberties 1I will not electioneer for myself hyrum brigham parley
and taylor must go
the whigs are striving for a king under the
garb of democracy J there is oratory enough in the church to carry me
11
into the presidential chair the first slide
As this statement shows

smiths first concern if he were elected presi-

dent would be to protect the peoples liberties

national politics

he had reluctantly entered into

only a year before the meeting at which he declared his candi-

dacy the editor of the wasp quotes smith as saying
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1I

think it would be well
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for politicians to regulate their own affairs

1I

wish to be let alone that 1I may

attend strictly to the spiritual welfare of the church

12

smith had evidently

become a candidate for the presidency to attempt to obtain the redress for his
people which they had been unable to obtain from the national administration

then in power

he confessed at a political meeting on february

8

1844

would not have suffered my name to have been used by my friends on
any wise as president of the united states or candidate for that office
if 1I or my friends could have had the privilege of enjoying our religious
or civil rights as american citizens even those rights which the con1I feel it to be my
ution guarantees unto all her citizens alike
stitution
stit
right and privilege to obtain what influence and power 1I can lawfully
in the united states for the protection of injured innocence and if 1I
lose my life in a good cause 1I am willing to be sacrificed on the altar
of virtue
in maintaining the laws and constitution of the united
1I

13

states

0

again the prophet reveals that his chief concern if he were elected would be
to insure that the liberties of individuals were protected
in order to more effectively carry out his campaign joseph smith pro-

posed to hold a series of conferences throughout the nation

he planned to

attend as many of the meetings as possible and state his views but those
meetings which he was not able to attend the other mormon leaders would
campaign for him

in

february smith wrote his views

policy of the government of the united states

on the powers and

this pamphlet contained his

political platform and was to be distributed by those who campaigned for him

the mormon press naturally strongly supported smiths candidacy an
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article in the times and seasons

of

february 15
15declared
declared that formerly politi-

cians had made political targets of the saints but now they had a candidate of

their

a man of sterling worth and integrity and of enlarged views

own

joseph smith

general

u 14

on february 27 the prophet intensified his campaign by mailing copies
of his views on the powers and policy of the government of the united states

to the president the cabinet the supreme court justices senators

representa-

tives and to the major newspapers of the country including all of the german
newspapers

in this pamphlet smith proposed such things as a two thirds reduc-

penitenti aries into places
tion of the membership of congress a reformation of penitentiaries
of learning the abolition of slavery by 1850 with a

fair price being paid to all

slave owners greater economy in government the expansion of the united

states to include texas and oregon the establishment of a national bank and
presidential enforcement of constitutional freedoms

15

during a general meeting of the citizens of nauvoo

on

march

7

the prophet

spoke further on his candidacy and on the right of the mormon people to form a

political party

smith stated

we have as good a right to make a political party to gain power
to defend ourselves as for demagogues to make use of our religion
to get power to destroy us in other words as the world has used the
power of government to oppress and persecute us it is right for us

14

ruary

15
15

who shall be our next president

times and seasons

V

14

feb-

1844

joseph smith views on the powers and policy of the government of the
united states
state salt lake city jos hyrum parry and co 1886 italics added
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we will whip the mob by getting

to use it for the protection of our rights
10
16
up a candidate for president
in

april the church held a general conference

and during one of the sessions

hyrum smith spoke out in behalf of his brothers candidacy

hyrum decried

political parties as the system which divides the country into factions

he called

for a president of the whole people not a party president and urged all present
to use all of their power and influence to get the mormon candidate elected

at

the conclusion of this speech the assembled crowd voted unanimously to accept

joseph smith as their candidate for president

17

shortly after the conference the church leaders sent out elders to the various states to preach and to hold conferences

in addition to preaching the gos-

pel the elders were to declare the principles contained in smiths views on

government and to seek out electors who will go for him for the presidency

the next

month a political convention was held in nauvoo for the purpose

of formally nominating a candidate for president

under the chairmanship of

general uriah brown the convention nominated joseph smith

of

illinois for

president and sidney rigdon of pennsylvania for vice president by acclamation

the convention also passed a series

the most important of which follow

16
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of thirteen resolutions

some of

18S
1
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resolved that from all of the facts and appearances that are now visible in the united states we believe that much imbecility and fraud is practiced by the officers of government and that to remedy their evils it is
highly necessary that a virtuous people should arise and
correct
these abuses by electing wise and honorable men to fill the various offices
1

of government

resolved that as union is power the permanency and continuance of
our political institutions depend upon the correction of abuses

2

resolved that to redress all wrongs the government of the united
states with the president at its head is as powerful in its sphere as
jehovah is in his
4

resolved that the better to carry out the principles of liberty and
and the protection of person
equal rights jeffersonian democracy
and property we support general joseph smith of illinois for the presi19
dent of the united states at the ensuing election
5

these resolutions further illustrate the desire

of the mormon people to

have the national government endowed with sufficient power to stop any abuses
of the rights of individuals

the

convention also resolved to hold a national convention at baltimore

on july 13

and requested that honest men in all states send delegates

pratt heber

C

orson

kimball david hollister orson hyde and lyman wight were

selected as the illinois delegates to the national convention

the

nauvoo con-

vention also requested that the editors of all newspapers publish the conventions

resolutions

20

it is claimed that at the convention in nauvoo there were delegates from

19

20
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twenty seven of the states

21 A

close examination of the records however

shows that while most of the delegates to the convention had formerly lived in

other states in may of 1844 they were all residents of illinois

thus by may

22

1844 joseph smith had been nominated by his church

and by a political party for

00
23
it
the presidency

is difficult to estimate how

much support smith actually had outside of the church in his candidacy

fawn brodie states that when the prophets campaign literature was printed
in the east it created much editorial jesting

was popular in some areas of the country

24

other facts indicate that he

for instance

mock elections on

the river boat osprey during may show that twice smith bested clay and van

the results

buren

may

25
184425
1844

8

late

may 184426

smith

29 gents

5

ladles
ladies
ladies
ladle

65 gents

6

ladies

clay

16

gents

4

ladies

27 gents

3

ladies

7

gents

0

ladles
ladies
ladies
ladle

12

gents

0

ladies

van buren

these voters may have been predominantly mormon however
21

edward
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the reform jeffersonian democracy free trade

party was the title of the party
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smith also received some favorable publicity from a few non mormon
nauvooo the iowa democrat for instance
newspapers in the area around nauvoo

stated the following concerning smiths qualifications for the presidency
if superior talent genius and intelligence combined with virtue integrity and enlarged views are any guarantee to gen smiths being
t27
elected we think that he will be a full team of himself
himself
illinois9
illinoise springfield register also favorably commented
the illinois
9

candidacy

in comparing smith with henry clay the

on the

prophets

register concluded

he comes right out in favor of a bank and a tariff taking the true
whig ground and ought to be regarded as the real whig candidate for
president until mr clay can so recover from his shuffling and dodging
as to declare his sentiments like a man 28
joseph smith then did have support in some areas of illinois and iowa

other newspapers in the area however were strongly opposed to him

29

had the prophet lived and fully carried out his campaign plans he might
have had a significant effect on the outcome of the election due to the close

ness of the balloting in 1844

30
0

although smith had no chance of being elected

president due to the unpopularity of the mormone
Mormons as
out the campaigning of mormon elders in behalf of

G

homer durham points

smiths expansionist poli-

cies may have swung enough support to expansionist polk to enable polk to win

27
27ibldo

ibid
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News
newsclippings
clippings from
lowa and illinois
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frpmjowa

30

the results

whig henry clay

1841 1849

11
II

172186

of the election show the democrat james K polk defeated
ooo
8 ooo
000 vot
000 which were cast
by only 338000
votess out of the 2 500
500000
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the presidency by the narrow margin which he did

31

joseph smith was murdered in the midst of his campaign on june 27
1844

even if he had lived it is highly unlikely that he would have achieved

the main purpose of his entering into the presidential race

redress for the sufferings
be protected in the future

of his people and

that of securing

assuring that their liberties would

his campaign proved as unsuccessful as the appeals

to the national government had been in obtaining these guarantees

31

G

homer durham joseph smith prophet statesman salt lake city

bookcraft 1944

p 204

CHAPTER VI

MORMON THOUGHT

concerning

protection

individual

OF

FEDERAL

RIGHTS

we believe that rulers states and governments have a right and
are bound to enact laws for the protection of all citizens in the exercise of their religious belief but we do not believe that they have a
right in justice of this privilege to prescribe them in their opinions
so long as a regard and reverence are shown to the laws and such
1
religious opinions do not justify sedition nor conspiracy
oliver cowdery

several statements have already been quoted from petitions and the writings of church leaders concerning the mormon view of the responsibility of the

national government to protect the rights of individuals

in this chapter these

quotations as well as others from mormon speeches and writings will be ana-

mormons felt that the national govern
lyzed to determine just what powers the cormons
ment had to protect the individual liberties of their people

doctrine and covenants is a good example
powers of government

verse seven

of

section 134 of the

of mormon views concerning the

this section quoted above states the

mormon belief of the governments responsibility for the protection of the re
legious liberties of its citizens
ligious

indoctrine
idoctrine
doctrine and covenants section 1347 this section was not a revelation but a statement of belief written by oliver cowdery and accepted by the
47
II 246
body of the church DHC 11
24647
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mormons
cormons felt that all governments were obligated to protect individuals
in the enjoyment of their rights

they believed that they as all men had an

equal claim to certain natural rights

joseph smith while still in liberty

jail in missouri wrote a letter to the saints in illinois in march

1839 which

expresses this mormon concept of natural rights
a principle also which we are bound to be exercised with that
is in common with all men such as governments and laws and regulations in the civil concerns of life this principle guarantees to all
parties sects and denominations and classes of religion equal coher-

here is

ent and indefeasible rights

2

in his views on government joseph smith wrote more concerning the

rights of man

he felt that these rights should be enjoyed equally by all men

and that government should regard these rights as sacred

smith wrote the

ol lowing
ffollowing

our common country presents to all men the same advantages
the same facilities the same prospects the same honors the same
rewards and without hypocrisy the constitution when it says quotes
preamble meant just what it said without reference to color or condition
the aspirations and expectations of a virtuous people environed
a character of equal rights as
with so wise so liberal so deep
appears in said constitution ought to be treated by those to whom the
administration of the laws is entreated with as much sanctity as the
3
prayers of the saints are treated in heaven

at

the time that smith made this last statement the equal protection

of the laws clause of the fourteenth amendment had not yet been added to

the constitution the constitution therefore was silent concerning equal

2dhc
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smith views on the powers of government p

6
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rights

the prophet was giving the constitution

an interpretation which accord-

ing to G homer durham was popular in the west at this time

he was applying

to the constitution the definition of equality as it is stated in the declaration of
independence

the saints felt that the rights that god had granted
limited by the governments of men

to all could not be

concerning one of these rights freedom

of worship joseph smith stated the following

where it the constitution

shipping god according to his
worshiping
provides that no one shall be hindered from wor

own conscience is a law

no legislature can enact a law

4
A
to prohibit it

here again the prophet was giving the constitution a liberal interpretation
for the first amendment restricts only congress from passing legislation
infringing upon the freedom of religion

joseph smith was also limiting state

legislatures
some of the

strongest of the mormon statements concerning individual

rights and the obligation of government to protect those rights are found in
the mormon petitions to congress and in smiths replies to the presidential

candidates

the petition

of november 28

1839

is a good example

it

states in part
your constitution guarantees to every citizen even the humblest
the enjoyment of life liberty and property it promises to all religious freedom
it guarantees to all the citizens of the several
states the right to become citizens of any one of the states and to enjoy

44joseph
ajoseph

joseph smith

289

views of the prophet on constitutional power
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the rights and immunities of the citizens of the state of his adoption yet
cormons been deprived
of these rights have the mormons
it is the theory of our laws that for the protection of every legal
right there is provided a legal remedy what then we ask is the remmormons0
edy for the mormons5
in his reply to john C calhouns letter which stated what would be his

mormons if he were elected president joseph smith sets
attitude toward the cormons

forth other mormon views relating to the power of government to protect
individuals in the enjoyment of their rights

smith declares that the people

possess the power not specifically granted to the united states or to the states
and that the congress as representatives of the people may exercise this

power

6

ooo
cormons who had had over 200
000 worth
200000
he further stated that the mormons

of property taken from them should have restored to them their portion of

power that belongs to them according to the constitution

esting view of the reserved powers doctrine

17

this is

an inter-

the tenth amendment states

that the powers not delegated to the united states by the constitution nor
prohibited by it to the states are reserved to the states respectively or to
the people

according to the general interpretation of the constitution the

people exercise the reserved powers through the state governments not
through congress
states1
calhoun during this period was the leading spokesman of the states

rights advocates

5dhc
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he believed that the national government had power to act
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only when specifically authorized by the constitution its authority was

restricted

the prophet strongly rebuked calhoun for his views

in all other instances

the limited powers of the national government

on

smith remarked

men who say that congress has no power to restore and defend the
rights of her citizens have not the love of truth in them congress had
the power to protect the nation against foreign invasion and internal
broil and whenever that body passed an act to maintain with any power
or to restore right to any portion of her citizens it is the supreme law
of the land and should a state refuse submission that state is guilty of
insurrection or rebellion and the president has as much power to repel
it as washington had to march against the whiskey boys at pittsburgh
8
or general jackson had to suppress the rebellion of south carolina

all

article

1I

section

8

clause

15 of

the constitution empowers congress

to provide for calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the union sup

press insurrections and repel invasions

As will be discussed in the next

chapter in order for the national government to act in cases of internal
a request must

broil

was involved

Q
9

first be made by the government

of the state which

joseph smith was again giving the constitution a loose

interpretation

cormons were
the mormons

not without supporters in their views of the powers

of the national government to protect the rights of individuals

ists

of the time through spokesmen such as

the abolition-

elijah lovejoy joel tiffany

cormons
and george mellen stated beliefs very similar to those of the mormons

for

instance this statement by mellen shows their idea of the right of the national

8
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see appendix
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article
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section

4
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government to protect individual liberties

it was found necessary in the constitution for the states to surrender in
the last resort the liberty of the individual to the care of the general
government that when the states could not or would not protect him then
the general government with its ample abilities could step in and do it
every individual in the country could and can look to the general
government of the united states for the preservation of his inalienable
10
to the state governments
rights instead of

cormons
the mormons
of the constitution

would have enthusiastically endorsed this interpretation

joseph smith showed his disgust for calhoun and all others

who opposed this kind of interpretation and who considered the powers of the

federal government to be limited and specific with these words
but remember a sovereign state is so much more powerful than the
united states the parent government that it can exile you at pleasure
mob you with impunity confiscate your lands and property have the
empower
emporer
legislature sanction it yea even murder you as by edict of an emporer
and it does no wrong for the noble senator of south carolina says the
power of
0 the federal government is so limited and specific that it has
11
no jurisdiction in the case

the saints felt that although they were guaranteed liberties

and rights

by the constitution they had been denied these rights because the constitu-

tion did not provide a means of fulfilling its guarantees

joseph smith declared

this belief in a sermon delivered near the nauvoo temple in october 1843

the prophet remarked
am the greatest advocate of the constitution of the united states there
is on the earth in my feelings 1I am always ready to die for the protection of the weak and oppressed in their just rights the only fault 1I
1I

10

jacobus ten broek equal under law new york collier books 1965

p 76
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find with the constitution is it is not broad enough to cover the whole
ground
although it provides that all men shall enjoy religious freedom
yet it does not provide the manner by which that freedom can be preserved nor for the punishment of government officers who refuse to
protect the people in their religious rights or punish those mobs states
or communities who interfere with the rights of the people on account of
their religion its sentiments are good but it provides no means of
siop a man
enforcing them it has but this one fault under its provi
provision
or a people who are able to protect themselves can get along well enough
but those who have the misfortune to be weak or unpopular are left to the

merciless rage

of popular fury

12

smith further stated that a provision should be added to the constitution
which would provide that any government official who refused to give the protec
krotec

tion guaranteed by the constitution would be subject to capital punishment

10
13

it should be recalled that in december 1843 the saints through an ordinance
to congress had attempted to obtain authority for the mayor of nauvoo to use

federal troops to put down mob violence

this

was evidently an attempt to pro-

cormons felt the constitution had
vide a means for enforcing rights which the mormons
guaranteed to them
on june 30 1843 after having just escaped from the sheriff of jackson
county who had attempted to kidnap him joseph smith gave a speech on rights
and governmental power to the citizens of nauvoo

he first spoke in defense

of the nauvoo

charter which the illinois legislature had granted to the mormon

city in 1840

the charter

had given nauvoo special powers including the auth-

ority to organize its own military force its

12
13
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own

court system and a

66

university

14

mormons had become more unpopular in illinois opposi
As the cormons
opposit

increa8ed
tion to the charter had increased

smith defended the charter with the following

words
if there is no power in our charter and courts then there is not power
in the state of illinois nor in the congress or the constitution of the
united states for the united states gave unto illinois her constitution
or charter and illinois gave unto nauvoo her charters ceding unto us
our vested rights which she has no right or power to take from us
all the power there was in illinois she gave to nauvoo and any man who
115
says to the contrary is a fool

the prophet

went on to speak of constitutional privileges and the mormon

people became aroused as they pledged their lives to preserve the freedoms
which had been granted them

smith stated

constitution and laws are alike for all and
the great eloheim
elvheim has given me the privilege of having the benefits of
the constitution and writ of habeas corpus and 1I am bold to ask for
may 1I have your lives and all your energies to
this privilege
carry out the freedom which is chartered to us unanimous response
benefits
thebenefits
the

A

of the

year later in june 1844

lt

16

general joseph smith in a speech to the

nauvoo legion made what were probably his last remarks concerning the pro-

tection of individual liberties

smith declared to the mormon troops

we are americans we live upon a soil for the liberties of which
our fathers periled
perilea their lives and spilt their blood upon the battlefield
those rights so dearly purchased shall not be disgracefully trodden

14

the nauvoo charter was another attempt

by the saints to obtain suffi-

cient power to protect their rights
15

sco
scourses
urses delivered by presidents joseph smith and brigham young
discourses
di
scourkes
cormons to the government of the united states great
on the relation of the mormons
salt lake city deseret news 1855 p 3 copy in church historians office
16
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under foot by lawless marauders without at least a noble effort on our part
to sustain our liberties
come all ye lovers of liberty break the oppressors rod loose the
iron grasp of mobocracy and bring to condign punishment all those who
trample under foot the glorious constitution and peoples rights drawing
his sword and presenting it to heaven he said 1I call god and angels to
witness that 1I have unsheathed my sword with a firm and unalterable determi
nation that this people shall have their legal rights and be protected
mination
from mob violence or my blood shall be spilt upon the ground like watey
waterr
wate
17
and my body consigned to the tomb
1

within ten days smiths words were fulfilled his blood had been spilt
upon the ground like water by a mob at a jail in carthage

illinois

but even

his death did not bring to his people the protection which he desired for them
mormons were forced to leave illinois and travel to
for within two years the cormons

the rocky mountains where they would once again have to contend for their

rights this time with the national government
mormons believed that
in summary the cormons
men have certain equal indefeasible rights among these rights
are life liberty the right to own property and the right to worship
as one chooses
1

no government state or national has the right to infringe upon
these rights rather governments have an obligation to protect these
2

liberties
3

these rights are guaranteed by the constitution but it does not

spell out how they can be protected

17
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thomas ford the governor of illinois had this to

say about the mormon attitude toward government
all action of the government which bore hard on them however legal they looked on as wantonly
oppressive and when the law was administered in their favor they attributed
stem duty of a public officer required him
it to partiality and kindness if the stern
ford op cit p 314
to bear hard on them they attributed it to malice

68

however the congress acting in behalf of the people has all power
therefore congress could take steps to insure the preservation of individual liberties also the president has the authority to put down rebellions and insurrections against the laws passed by congress
4

the

following chapter will discuss why the officers of the national govern-

ment did not agree with all of these mormon views of the powers and obligations
of government and why the national government did not give the mormon people

redress in response to their many pleas

CHAPTER

limitations

vii

ON THE NATIONAL

government

LEGAL AND POLITICAL

of
the
society
growing
jacksonianism
thus
ism
secularization
assisted
Jacksonian
its substantial effect was to divert the church toward what many in the
country believe to be its true function to lead the individual soul to
salvation not to interfere in politics religion the jacksonians
Jackson ians felt
could best serve itself by ending its entangling alliances with political
1
reaction
arthur M schlesinger jr

the mormon people claimed that they had been denied the basic rights
of

american citizens by the people and government of the state

of

missouri

they further claimed that the united states government had the authority to
Ings whsh
sufferings
intervene to restore these rights and to give redress for the suffet
whih
chih
the saints had endured

the federal government however

did not intervene
inter ene

judge elias higbee when he presented the mormon case before the

senate judiciary committee in 1840 admitted that he did not know if the case
would come under the jurisdiction of congress

in order ro
to determine the

validity of the mormon claims and the reasons why the national government
did not help the saints we must ascertain the authority of the united states

to act in situations such as the mormon conflict in missouri

arthur
new american

M

ajro
of jackson abridged new york
jro the age
schlesinger jr
agejrf

library

1964
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secretary lewis cass in replying to the mormon appeal to president
jackson in 1834 stated that the federal government could not become involved
in domestic violence within a state unless the state government requested fed-

eral assistance

the senate judiciary committee told judge higbee that the

federal government could not help the saints because the alleged wrongs were
not committed by officials of the united states

strict interpretation to the constitution

these men were applying

a

they felt that the national government

could act only when the constitution gave it specific authority to act all other

power the tenth amendment reserved to the states

the parts

of the constitution which grant power to the national govern-

ment to control violence are article 1I section

8

clause

15

which states that

congress shall have power to provide for calling forth the militia to execute
the laws of the union suppress insurrections and repel invasions

article

IV

section

4 which

reads

and

the united states shall guarantee to

every state in the union a republican form of government and shall protect
each of them against invasion and on the application of the legislature or of
the executive when the legislature cannot be convened against domestic violence
when the founding fathers drafted these sections of the constitution in 1787
a heated debate developed concerning whether the national government could

intervene to help put down an insurrection or other domestic violence in a state
without that state first requesting such involvement

some of the exchange which took place

james madison recorded

according to his record gouverneur

morris george mason and john dickinson all wanted the national government

71

free to put down insurrections in the states without the consent of the states

morris pointed out that the executive may be at the head of the rebellion and
that the general government should enforce obedience in all cases where it
may be necessary

29

at

one point during the convention dickinson moved to

strike out on the application of the legislature from the section because
he felt that such domestic violence could start with the state legislature itself

3

mason felt that if the national government had no authority to suppress rebel-

lions in the states that it would be in a bad situation indeed

4

madison also

stated in his journal that one of the chief weaknesses of the articles of confed-

eration was the lack of a guarantee of internal tranquility in the states

luther martin

and elbridge

gerry however voiced strong opposition

to giving such powers to the national government

gerry declared that the

states themselves were the best judges as to whether or not federal assistance
was needed

5

and martin felt that the consent of the state should be obtained

before any federal intervention occurred

6

the majority

of the convention dele-

gates supported the reasoning of gerry and martin therefore article IV section

as the founding fathers wrote it into the constitution required that a

4

9

2james
ajames
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state make a request before the national government could take any action to
put down any sort of domestic violence in that state

however as we have seen

in the mormon conflict in missouri some of the fears of morris dickinson and

madison concerning this section were realized

while the governor and the leg-

cormons
Mor mons
islature in missouri did not actively direct the violence against the mormons
some of the actions of boggs his exterminating order and the legislature approooo to pay the mob militia certainly added to the suffering of the
000
200000
ting 200
priating
pria

saints
madison gave some additional wisdom which is applicable to the mormon
n

conflict in federalist forty three

1

he stated

among the advantages of a confederate republic enumerated by
montesquieu an important one is that should a popular insurrection
happen in one of the states the others are able to quell it should
abuses creep into one part they are reformed by those that remained
ssound

tt

in spite of the fears and warnings of these statesmen article IV sec-

tion 4 during the ISSOs and 1840s remained a strong legal barrier to any fed-

eral intervention involving domestic violence

in a state without a request from

that state
joseph smith knew well the limitations which this section imposed on the

national government

in his views on the powers of government the prophet

spoke out strongly for the repeal of the last phrase of article IV section 4

smith advocated giving
the president full power to send an army to suppress mobs and the
states authority to repeal and impugn that relic of folly which makes it
necessary for the governor of a state to make the demand of the president for troops incase of invasion or rebellion

73

the governor himself

may be a mobber and instead of being punished as he should be for murder or treason he may destroy the very
lives rights and property he should protect

the congress

had enacted laws in 1792

president authority to act in certain cases

1795

and 1807 which gave the

of violence

the

law of 1807 pro-

vided that
in all cases of insurrection or obstruction to the laws either of the
united states or any individual state or orterritory
territory where it is lawful
for the president of the united states to call forth the militia for the
purpose of suppressing such insurrections or of causing the laws to
be duly executed it shall be lawful for him to employ for the same purposes such part of the land or naval forces of the united states as
shall be judged necessary having first observed all of the pre
requisites
prerequisites
8
of the law in that respect

it should be noted that this law gives the president authority only where it is
lawful for him to call forth the militia

the

call out the militia

when is it lawful for the president to

law of 1795 gives the president such authority when-

ever the obstructors
ors of the law are too powerful to be controlled by the ordinobstruct
mar shalls
ary cause of judicial proceedings or by the powers vested in the marshalls
marchalls
by the act

09

this

law only raises other questions

ors
when are the obstructors
obstruct

of the law too powerful to be controlled by ordinary judicial proceedings and

by whom shall that decision be made

the supreme court

in the case of martin v mott had given the president

7smith
asmith
smith views on the powers of government p
Q

C

8united
united states statutes at large ed
little and james brown 1848 11II 443
9ibid
bibid
id
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424

18

richard peters boston charles
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the authority to determine when to use national troops in cases of threat of in-

vasion

10

but there was still no clear authority for the national government to

act in cases of domestic violence in the states without a state requisition for
such action

cormons appealed for reif any of the presidents to whom the mormons

dress jackson van buren or tyler had interpreted the law

of 1807 or the

mormons in misdecision of martin v mott as giving them authority to aid the cormons

souri they would have undoubtedly been accused of violating the constitution

the limitations placed

article

upon the national government by

IV

section 4

are difficult to ignore
another factor which prevented the national officials from aiding the
mormons
cormons was that decisions of the supreme court had refuted some of the
mormon views concerning the powers of government

the saints claimed that

they were denied the rights of life liberty property and freedom of religion

stateS
in violation of the constitution of the united states

the court however had

ruled in 1833 in the case of barron v baltimore that the bill of rights which
guarantees these liberties restricts only the national government from infringing
on them it offers no protection from state infringement

chief justice marshall

in delivering the opinion of the court stated with reference to the amendments

to the constitution

these amendments contain no expression indicating an intention to apply
them to the state governments this court cannot so apply them
we are of the opinion that the provisions of the fifth amendment to
the constitution declaring that private property shall not be taken for

10

martin v mott

12

wheaton 28 1827
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for public use without just compensation is intended solely as a limitation on the exercise of power by the government of die
the
dle united states and
is not applicable to the legislation of the states
the government of the united
since it was the state of missouri and not
noethe
notthe

cormons the liberties enumerated in the bill
states which was denying the mormons

of

rights the constitution according to the court could offer the saints no protection
mormons in missidney rigdon it will be remembered claimed that the cormons

souri were not living under a republican form of government as guaranteed by
the constitution

the court however

would soon rule in the case of

luther

v borden that the question of republican government was a political not a legal

question

this case was a result

dorr through a series
a new state government

of the

dorr rebellion

of mass meetings

in rhode island in 1841

set up a new state constitution and

the court was asked to decide

which of the govern-

ments was the legal one and who had the authority to say which was legal

chief justice taney speaking for an eight man majority stated that when the
senators and congressmen from a state are admitted to their seats in the
national legislature

the authority of the state government under which they

were appointed as well as its republican character is recognized by the proper
constitutional authority

and its decision is binding on every other department

of the government and cannot be questioned in a judicial tribunal

1I

albarron
lbarron
arron v baltimore 7 peters 250 1833

12

here

76

again the

courts ruling would probably have

cormons
gone against the mormons
Mor mons

although

this decision did not come until 1849 it is near enough the period of the mormon
conflict that the same ruling would most likely have been given had the mormon

case come before the court
mormons further claimed that they had been denied the privileges
the cormons

immunities of the citizens of the united states in violation of article
2

clause

1

of the

constitution

IV

and

section

while this doctrine was not clearly spelled out

by the courts at this time it was generally interpreted to mean that citizens of
one state passing through another state could not be denied basic rights by the

these rights included the right to travel through the

government of that state

state the right to

own

property access to the courts etc

Q

13
1

the state govern-

ment did not have to make these protections available to its own citizens because
of guarantees of the federal constitution any guarantees to the citizens of the

state came through the state constitution

mormons were again denied the
the cormons

protection of the constitution through the courts interpretations of constitutional law

the federal officials were further limited
by a lack of precedent

cormons
in giving aid to the mormons

the national government had never intervened to enforce

mormons were never able to satisfy the president or the congress
state law and the cormons

1
12

13

luther v borden

7

corfieldv
corfieldv coryell

howard 42 1849

wash C C 380 1825 and edward S corwin
and jack W peltason understanding the constitution new york dryden press
mormons coming to missouri from other states been denied
1955 p 68 had cormons
entrance to the state this would have been a violation of the privileges and immuni
munities
ties clause
4
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that national law had been violated

justice joseph story in writing about the constitution pointed out that
twice in the nations history up to 1833 the united states government had called
out the state militias for the purpose of executing the laws of the union sup

pressing insurrections or repelling invasions

14

the first

of these incidents

involved the insurrection in pennsylvania in 1794 commonly called the whiskey

rebellion

ibis
this insurrection was against federal

serve as precedent for the missouri situation

law and would therefore not

the other instance concerned a

threatened invasion by the british during the war of 1812 and would also not be
applicable to the mormon conflict

professor edward

S

corwin insists that now as in 1807 the president
resident

ors of the law
determines when the national power will be used against obstructors
obstruct
who

be dealt with in the ordinary course
are too powerful to
tobe

judaical proof judical

ce
edings and therefore he decides when such circumstances exist
ceedings

115

cor-

win however does not citeany examples of presidents who have used this power

to enforce state law
since there was no precedent for its use all three presidents would be

reluctant to involve federal power in enforcing state laws

14

1858

joseph story story on the constitution boston

11
II

15

little

brown and co

116

1957
17871957
edward S corwin the president office and powers 1787
new york NYU press 1957 p 139 presidents hayes and cleveland both
used federal power in connection with the railway strikes in 1877 and 1894
hayes issued federal arms upon informal requests of states involved and
governor
of
protest
the
over
troops
chicago
to
sent
federal
cleveland
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A

final factor which may have had a great effect on the outcome of the

mormon appeals to the national government was the attitude of the times

As

the quotation at the beginning of the chapter illustrates the jacksonians
Jackson ians who
mils
came to power in the national administration just prior to the conflict in mlis
mis-

souri had proposed a policy of religious nonintervention in politics
politic

this
ibis

position was directly opposed to the whig theory of a national religion
the democrats were sometimes criticized for being irreligious

they

and
how-

ever continued to maintain that the church and the state should be totally
separated

this strong conviction was

due at least in part to the political

sermons which conservative preachers delivered from many of the nations

conservative politicians had united with the clergy in an attempt

pulpits

to retain governmental rule by the privileged classes the liberal democrats

naturally resented this

10
16

mormons certainly did not represent the privileged classes
while the cormons

still they may have avoided some conflict had they followed a policy of not
intervening in politics

the jacksonians
Jackson ians it will be remembered controlled

the national administration during all of the years that the saints were in

missouri

the attitude

of the

frontierpeople
frontier people also tended to conflict with the mormon

philosophy of group cooperation and unity

the frontiersmen had expressed

both presidents however justified their actions as necessary for
the protection of federal malls
malis
mails and property ibid p 134

altgeld

16
16schlesinger

schlesinger op cit

p

143
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their fear

of authority by voting against the constitution and in the 1830s they

still had strong feelings about individualism and personal liberty

177

other attitudes were apparent which perhaps further lessened the mormon
chances of receiving federal help

against the national bank

during this time jackson was waging war

his bold action

of removing national funds from

the bank and placing them in the state banks caused henry clay to sarcastically

pose the question of why the president did not assume the guardianship of reli
gion as well
weil
weli

180
1

mormons redress for their missouri
had jackson given the cormons

sufferings clay may have charged that the president had indeed become the
guardian of religion as well

chast izing jackchastising
clay pushed the following resolution through the senate chastizing
son for his usurpation of power

resolved that the president in the late executive proceedings
in relation to the public revenue has assumed upon himself authority
and power not conf
conferred
erred by the constitution and laws but in derogation
19

of both

any actions by the president in behalf of the saints
hav been
saint7 most likely would have
powers
ungrantedpowers
branded as further usurpation of ungranted

three years later after jackson had left the white house

and van buren

had come to power the senate passed another resolution which showed a

17

frederick paxson history

mifflin 1924
18

p

of the

american frontier boston houghton

101

the constitutional and political history
II 67
states chicago callaghan and co 1888 11
19

H

von hoist
holst

ibid

p 68

of the united
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growing distrust of federal involvement especially by the president in areas

where the national government was not given specific authority to act

senator

john C calhoun sponsored the resolution which stated

the states retained severally

the sole power over their domestic
institutions and police and any intermeddling of any one or more states
poi c-e of the
pol
or a combination of their citizens with the institutions and police
others on any ground or under any pretext whatever political moral
or religious with the view to their alterationjor
or subversion is an assumpalterationor
vor
sor
jor
alteration
20
tion of superiority not warranted by the constitution

evidently a majority of the senators did not want the national government involved in state affairs

these various attitudes

of the jacksonians
Jackson ians the senate of the united

states and the frontiersmen were all opposed to the mormon views

of the

powers of government
in summary the government of the united states did not take action to

bring redress to the mormon people in response to their many appeals because

its officers were limited by article

IV

section

decisions of the supreme court including those

4 of the

of

constitution certain

luther v borden and barron

v baltimore a lack of precedent for the intervention of federal power to enforce

state law and the attitudes of the times which opposed national involvement in

state affairs and the involvement of religious groups in politics

20

andrew C mclaughlin A constitutional history of the united states
new york D appleton
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CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY AND

conclusions

when an individual or a party is wronged in the united states to
whom can he apply for redress if to public opinion public opinion conutes the majority if to the legislature it represents the majority
stit
stitutes
and implicityly obeys it if to the executive power it is appointed by
the majority and serves as a passive tool in its hands the public
force consists of the majority under arms the jury is the majority invested with the right of hearing judicial cases and in certain states
even the judges are elected by the majority however iniquitous or
absurd the measure of which you complain you must submit to it as
1I
well as you can
yis de tocqueville
Tocque ville
Ale
aie
alexis

the mormon people claimed that during the 1830s

when they were living

1838 1839 when they were driven
in the state of missouri and especially in 18381839

rom the state they were denied the basic rights of american citizens includffrom
ing the rights of life liberty property and freedom of religion

before the

saints left missouri they appealed to the governor the legislature and the
ooo
000 appropriacourts for redress but they received no help other than a 22000

tion from the legislature which provided little relief
mormons began a series of appeals to the national
1834 the cormons
18331834
during 1833
gove
rEment for redress for their sufferings and losses in missouri
government

by 1844

they had appealed to three presidents and had introduced several petitions

lalexis
tocqueville
ville democracy in america ed
alexis de Tocque
16
new york new american library 1956 pp
ap 115
11516

D heffner
DH
sheffner
richard dheffner
effner
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into both houses of congress

mormon agents met
mei personally with presidents

martin van buren and john tyler and with such influential congressmen as
john C calhoun stephen

douglas and john quincy adams

A

between 1839

and 1844 joseph smith elias higbee john E page orson pratt and orson

hyde all spent time in washington presenting the mormon claims to the national

officials

in 1844 in an effort to call national attention to the mormon suffer-

ings and to obtain redress for his people joseph smith became a candidate

for the presidency

mormon elders campaigned for him throughout the country

but he was murdered in june before the election was held

smiths candidacy

like all of the mormon appeals failed to bring the saints redress

cormons believed that they had certain natural rights
the mormons
held in common with all men

they felt that

which they

no government could impose on

these rights but rather that it was the duty of all governments to insure these

liberties to their citizens

the saints also believed that while the constitution

guaranteed these rights it did not specifically state how they would be pro-

tected

nevertheless they felt that the president and congress had the authority

to preserve these rights

the national officers

did not agree with these mormon views and did

not give the saints national redress because of the four following factors

limitations of the constitution limitations of constitutional law the attitudes
of the times and a lack of precedent

for federal action in state affairs

one area of possible redress which the saints did not place much emphasis
on was the courts

several members of congress including those

on the senate

83

judiciary committee of 1840 had advised the mormon agents to seek redress

cormons had no trust
the mormons

through the state or federal courts of missouri

in the missouri state courts because they felt that the judges with whom they

had dealt in the past held ill feelings toward them

mormons also did not
the cormons

believe that it was safe for them to go to missouri to seek redress in the

they never attempted to obtain relief in the federal courts

courts
souri

29

the federal courts

of mis

may have afforded them their best opportunity

for redress had they been able to obtain standing
in order for the federal courts to have had jurisdiction in the mormon
III
case it would have had to meet the qualifications set forth in article 111
ili sec-

tion

2

clause

1

of the constitution relating to

party or subject matter

con-

cerning parties the jurisdiction of the federal courts included controversies
between a state and citizens of another state between citizens of different

states between citizens

of the same state claiming lands under grants of differ-

ent states
mormons
mormans
the eleventh amendment to the constitution limited the wrmons

in

being able to sue the state of missouri after they had become residents of

illinois since it stated that the judicial power of the united states shall not
be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity commenced or prosecuted

against one of the united states by citizens of another state

the attorneys

for the saints had evidently advised them that they could not sue under the

2chc

11
II

35

84

between citizens of different states

clause

because at the time of the con

fflict
lica
lict they had been citizens of the same state as the people they would be suing

they also could not sue as citizens

30

of the same state because they were not

claiming lands under grants of different states

the

cormons had of getting their case before the
only hope that the mormons

federal courts was to have it qualify for federal jurisdiction because of subject

matter

part

4

of the

this meant that

they would have to show that a federal law or some

federal constitution had been violated

the saints had never been

able to convince congressional committees or the national executive that such
a breach had occurred and it is highly unlikely that they would have convinced

the federal courts either

one final argument which the saints might have used to gain congressional

redress or federal court jurisdiction concerned lands in missouri which they
had purchased from the federal government

since these lands had been bought

mormons had been driven from
rom the federal government and since the cormons
ffrom

them they could contend that the national government had the responsibility
to insure that the lands were not taken without just compensation
mormons briefly stated this argument
the cormons

in a newspaper editorial in

we have paid hundreds of thousands of dollars into the coffers of congress

1844

3

3dhc
DHC

cormons
the mormons

should have at least attempted to sue as
ooo
000
10000
citizens of different states since their claims were in excess of the 10
minimum required for federal court jurisdiction
IV 37

4
4cohens

cohensvv virginia

6

wheaton 378
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for their lands and they stand virtually pledged to defend us in our rights but
they have not done it
of december 21

115

they also brought it up in their petition to congress

1840 which stated that they had purchased lands from the

general government lying in the state

of

missouri from which they had been

driven by the constituted authorities of the state and prevented from occupying
the same and have suffered wrongs for which they pray congress to provide
a remedy

6

had the saints pursued this point more vigorously they might

have embarrassed congress into compensating them for these lands which

they had lost

in order to make this claim the saints would have had to keep

the title to the lands

mormons were driven from missouri many
when the cormons

Missour ians at a fraction of their worth while others did
sold their lands to missourians
not have final title to the federal lands and the missourians
Missour ians obtained the titles

cormons left simply by paying the taxes
after the mormons

7

this claim

would there-

mormons retaining valid titles to their missouri lands
fore depend on the cormons

after they left the state
cormons never really had a chance
the mormons

of obtaining

redress because

cormons were an
in addition to the four limiting factors already stated the mormons
unpopular minority group

As Tocque
tocqueville
ville warned in the quote at the beginning

of this chapter if the majority wronged someone in the united states in the

5times
stimes
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history
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sess
2nd
and
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document 22 HR
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1830s there was little hope of him obtaining redress since the majority con
strolled
trolled all avenues of relief

had the mormon appeals come after the adoption of the fourteenth amendment and especially after the court in the 1920s began to include some of the

bill of rights under the protection of the due process clause of that amendment
mormons would have had a sounder basis for obtaining federal assistance
the cormons

especially through the courts

in the 1830s however they had little hope

in closing one cannot help but compare the mormon views of the powers
of the national government when they were in missouri with those which they

developed when they came to utah

in missouri and illinois they felt that the

federal government did not have sufficient power in utah they came to the
conclusion that it had too much

mormons shifted their views
although the cormons

ued to suffer
contm aed
continued
concerning the powers of the national government they conom
1

persecution only the source of it changed

8

new york 268 US 666 stromberg v california 283 US 368
near v minnesota 283 US 707
gitlow
itiow v
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appendices

APPENDIX A

OUTLINE OF THE ATTEMPTS OF THE MORMONS
TO obtaimnational
OBTAIN NATIONAL AID

appeals to the president

october

1833

A

petition for redress is written to president andrew jackson

april

1834

A

second petition for redress is sent to president jackson

may

2

I1

10

1834

secretary of war lewis cass sends a negative reply to the

april petition

november 29 1839 joseph smith and elias higbee meet personally with
president martin van buren in washington
dent john tyler asking perpressent
march 30 1844 smith sends a petition to Pres
president
presdent
000 men to protect settlers on their
mission to raise an army of 100
loo ooo
100000
way to oregon

april

25

1844

orson hyde and orson pratt meet with president tyler

smith makes a final appeal to president
for his people

june 20 1844

tyler for protection

appeals to congress
november 28 1839 smith and higbee meet with the illinois congressional
delegation a mormon petition was later introduced in the senate
1840 higbee appears before the senate judiciary committee
201840
february 20
piea the mormon case
plea
coplea
to
toplea

march 4 1840 the senate judiciary committee issues a report rejecting
the mormon claims to national redress

november 28 1840 higbee and robert thompson draft a petition to congress it is referred to the house judiciary committee
88

89

november 29 1843 colonel john frierson drafts a memorial to congress
cormons
in behalf of the mormons

december 21 1843 A memorial for redress is drafted by the nauvoo city
council an ordinance was also sent which asked the congress to give
the mayor of nauvoo the authority to call in federal troops to act with
the nauvoo legion in suppressing mob violence
march 12 1844 orson pratt is authorized to represent the city of nauvoo
at congress
march 266 1844 joseph smith drafts a memorial asking congress for the
ooo
000 troops for the purpose of protecting
authority to command 100
loo
100000
those migrating to oregon

april

orson pratt contacts several congressional delegations trying
to obtain support for the mormon memorials orson hyde soon arrives
and works with pratt to get the petitions presented in the house and
1844

senate

april

hyde and pratt meet with representative stephen A douglas
concerning the march petition they also draft a bill asking congress
cormons who had suffered in misto appropriate funds to relieve the mormons
souri
26

1844

may 25 1844

representative john wentworth has part of the march petition

read on the house floor the house votes not to continue the reading

this information was

obtained from the history of the
church and the journal history of the church

APPENDIX

ARTICLES OF THE

B

constitution WHICH

WERE INVOLVED

IN THE MORMON APPEALS FOR NATIONAL REDRESS

powers
of congress
section
article
815
to provide for calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the union
suppress insurrections and repel invasions
1I

III
lil
lii section 21
article 111

extend to all cases
in law and equity arising under this constitution the laws of the united
states and treaties made or which shall be made under their authority

the judicial power shall

section 22.1
211 the citizens of each state shall be entitled
to all privileges and immunities of citizens in the several states

article

IV

article

IV section 4

the united states shall guarantee to every

state in this union a republican form of government and shall protect each
of them against invasion and upon application of the legislature or of the
executive when the legislature cannot be convened against domestic vioexecutivewhen
lence
bill of rights

congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion or orprohibiting
prohibiting the exercise thereof or abridging the freedom of
speech or of the press or
ar
9r the right of the people to peaceably assemble
and to petition the government for a redress of grievances

article

1I

no person shall be
property without due process of law

article

deprived of life liberty or

V

oot delegated to the united states by the connot
powersjaot
the powers
xo the states are reserved to the states respecstitution
stit ution nor prohibited by if
itxothe

article

X

tively or to the people
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APPENDIX C

congressmen

andillinois

FROM MISSOURI AND ILLINOIS

DURING THE MORMON APPEALS

1839

house

senate

missouri

john miller
john jameson

lewis
lewis F linn
thomas H benton

illinois

john reynolds

john M robinson
richard young

zadok casey

john stuart
1843

missouri

reps

hughes

thomas

reife
relfe

david atchison

H

benton

bower
bowlin

jameson
illinois

robert smith

Mc
john McCl
ernand
mcclernand
mcclemand
mccleland
Clemand

james semple
sidney breese

orlando ficklin

john wentworth
stephen douglas

joseph hoge
J

J

hardin

mormons in their legislative
aided the cormons
appeals this information was obtained from the congressional
globe ffor
or 1839 and 1843

those marked with a
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APPENDIX D

THE

declaration OF RIGHTS OF THE
MISSOURI constitution
article

XIII

that the general great and essential principles

of liberty and free

be recognized and established we declare
government may bib

sec 3 that the people have the right peaceably to assemble for their
and that their right to bear arms in defence of themselves
common good
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ABSTRACT

this

study attempts to trace the efforts of the mormon people to obtain

redress from the national government for the losses

of life and

property which

they had suffered and the hardships which they had endured while residing in
the state of missouri during the 1830s

the mormon appeals to congress and

evaluation
the president are considered and an eval
uati on is made of the mormon view of
evaluate
evaluati
the national governments responsibility for the protection of individual rights

the information for this

study was obtained from the church

historians

office the brigham young university library the university of utah library
the utah state historical society and the salt lake city public library

alt-

hough the major sources that were used were the records of the mormon

church particularly the journal history of the church and joseph smiths

history

of the church an effort was made to understand through studying

government documents and the writings of historians of the times why the

national government did not give redress to the
to their appeals

latter

day saints in response

consideration is given to limitations which were placed on

the federal government by the constitution by a lack of precedent for the use
of national authority to enforce state law by certain decisions of the supreme

court and by the attitudes

of the times

the study hopefully shows these obstacles

which kept the national govern-

ment from aiding the mormon people while at the same time presents the

2

mormon view that the national government had the power and responsibility

to insure the enjoyment of individual rights by american citizens
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